THE NEW STANDARD FOR
INTERPRETING THE BIBLE IN THE 21ST CENTURY

Engaging, perceptive, and academically thorough, the NEW BEACON BIBLE COMMENTARY will advance your understanding and deepen your appreciation for the message and meaning of each book of the Bible. Written by notable Wesleyan experts, this indispensable resource will help you unlock the truths of Scripture and assemble a greater awareness for the timeless wisdom and purpose of God’s Word.

EACH VOLUME FEATURES
• Convenient Introductory Material
• Clear Verse-by-Vers Explanations
• Comprehensive Annotation
• Helpful Sidebars
• An Expanded Bibliography
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Perhaps Mark Twain said it best when he quipped: “Let’s make a special effort to stop communicating with each other, so we can have some conversation.”

The differences between male and female communication have complicated relationships as far back as Adam and Eve. These days, advice for overcoming these differences line bookshelves, fill magazines, and dominate talk shows. But while these suggestions may explain what planet your spouse is from or help you spice things up and spend more time together, they neglect to address the real problem: how to create intimacy that extends to all aspects of your life together.

In Couple Conversation, marriage and family therapist Ted Chaffee shows couples how to create a sensuous, smart, and deeply intimate relationship by building on the four dimensions of the human experience: body, mind, soul, and spirit. With informal explanations, an array of illustrations, and splashes of humor, Chaffee explores each dimension’s purpose and helps couples discover new ways to use conversation to confidently develop intimacy in every aspect of their relationship.

THE AUTHOR

THEODORE CHAFFEE is a marriage and family therapist and also serves as the Marriage and Family Resource Minister for the American Baptist Churches of Maine. He is a member of The American Association for Marital and Family Therapy, The International Listening Association, and has been appointed by two Maine governors to serve on the state’s licensure board. He received an MDiv from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School and an MA in marriage and family therapy from Syracuse University. He lives on the coast of Maine with his wife and family.
Serving others is a key part of the Christian life. Time and again Christ demonstrated the importance of putting others first and giving what we can to help the less fortunate. As adults, we recognize the importance of instilling these values in our children and youth, but simply telling them to love their neighbor isn’t enough; to leave a lasting impression, they need to see and experience love in action.

77 Ways Your Family Can Make a Difference is an easy-to-use resource that helps parents cultivate compassion in their children and engage their family in acts of service. Filled with suggestions, activities, Bible verses, and topics for discussion, this re-usable manual inspires families to look for ways to make the world a better place by making a difference in the lives of others.

**SAMPLE OF CONTENTS**
1. Design a “Bring-It-Back Box”
2. Create a Card Ministry
3. Visit a Nursing Home
4. Buy a Week’s Worth of Meals
5. Adopt a Missionary
6. Donate Time and Food to an Animal Shelter
7. Spread the Word...

**THE AUTHOR**

PENNY A. ZELLER has written for numerous magazines and is the award-winning writer of three books. She is an active volunteer in her community and enjoys gardening, hiking, camping, canoeing, and playing volleyball with her friends and family. Penny lives in Sheridan, Wyoming, with her husband, Lon, and their two young children.

**SELLING POINTS**

Each service idea can be adapted to fit the personality of any household.

Suggestions encourage entire families—parents, children, grandparents—to spend time together while practicing biblical servanthood.

These activities and ideas can also be used with youth groups, Sunday School classes, home school curriculums, and community-group projects.
Our world is changing. Systems and methods that have been in place for centuries are being replaced or rebuilt; culture is being redefined; and questions of faith, morality, tolerance, and belief are causing discontent, uncertainty, and distraction both in and out of the church.

In this uncertain time of generational shifts and sociological change, is there still a system of objective thought? Do we still have a moral compass to rely on—one that accommodates change without compromising truth?

Dismantling the Myths rises above the confusion of our time and dispenses the darkness with a rational light of verifiable truth. Providing a sane interpretation of current trends in contemporary thought, Frank Moore offers readers in-depth understanding and sound answers to the difficult questions of ethics, morality, and faith. In a world searching for identity and coherence, this book provides a positive and proven handbook of standards and procedures that are relevant, reliable, and founded on God’s Word.

THE AUTHOR

FRANK MOORE currently serves as professor of theology and director of the Center for Faith and Culture Studies at Olivet Nazarene University. Prior service includes 23 years as professor and administrator at MidAmerica Nazarene University. Moore received an MA and a PhD, both in religion, at Vanderbilt University. He also received an MDiv in religion from Nazarene Theological Seminary.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Getting Started: Setting the Stage
2. Say 'Cheese': Snapshots from our Culture
3. A Penny for Your Thoughts: The Way We Think Becomes the Way We Live
4. On Guard: Preparing for the Culture Battle
5. Here We Stand: What Christians Believe About Making Moral choices
10. Wrapping Up: Where is Our Hope?
In our world, stories matter. Methods and systems are beneficial because they provide structure and keep us on the right road; but the motivation and courage to keep walking the road, come from the stories we hear and see and experience—stories that inspire hope and bring us face-to-face with God.

Preaching the Story That Shapes Us is more than a textbook on preaching. It’s an empowering call for preachers to present a picture of the kingdom of God already at work among us, recognizing that the work of preaching is not just about arranging words—it’s about people. With elegant prose and crafted reason, Dan Boone weaves together scripture, personal narrative, structure, and theological reflection to provide a satisfying, efficient guide to narrative preaching. From exploring the importance of biography to walking readers through creative processes that shape the sermon, Boone shows how to awaken the lives of your listeners by sharing the stories of God that reveal who we are and lead us to who we will be.

SAMPLE OF CONTENTS
- Part I: The Theology and Narrative of Biography
- Part II: The Bible
- Part III: Getting Ready to Preach
- Part IV: Anthology of Sermons

THE AUTHOR
DAN BOONE is the best-selling author of Answers for Chicken Little and Seven Deadly Sins. He has pastored churches in four states and is a popular speaker and a mentor to young preachers. Dan lives in Nashville, with his wife, Denise, where he serves as president of Trevecca Nazarene University.

Author is a popular and respected speaker and writer, especially among postmodern believers and ministry leaders.

Masterfully written; this textbook offers perceptive stories and eloquently expressed truths that will inspire readers of all ages and walks of life.

Offers skilled perspective and practical techniques for the popular topic of narrative preaching.
Wisdom and Wealth helps readers put their money where their faith is by showing how they can make wise financial decisions and successfully manage their finances.

Combining his experience as a certified financial planner with the time-tested wisdom of King Solomon, Greg Womack teaches readers how to make wise choices, manage their finances properly, and use what they have to bless and serve others.

This resource includes the book *Wisdom and Wealth: A Christian’s Guide to Managing Your Life and Finances*, six DVD lessons by the author, and a printable leader’s guide.

**Wisdom and Wealth, DVD + Book**

**Lessons for Faith Communities**

**Greg Womack**


BOOK FORMAT: 5.25” x 8“, paper, 192 pages

MEDIA FORMAT: DVD

CATEGORY: Business & Economics / Personal Finance / General

RELEASE DATE: July 2008

RETAIL: $24.99

---

Chasing Cool is a thoughtful, funny, and challenging exploration into the damaging web of self-centeredness and image control.

Brett Rickey exposes the attitudes and misconceptions that often cause good people to get caught up in cool. By looking at the lessons learned by the Israelites in the Old Testament, he helps readers identify the pursuits of their hearts so they can start chasing what really matters.

This resource includes the book *Chasing Cool: Examining the Pursuits of Your Heart*, six DVD lessons by the author, and a printable leader’s guide.

**Chasing Cool, DVD + Book**

**Lessons for Faith Communities**

**Brett Rickey**

ISBN: TCCZ978-0-8341-2378-6

BOOK FORMAT: 5.25” x 8“, paper, 192 pages

MEDIA FORMAT: DVD

CATEGORY: Religion / Christian Life / Personal Growth

RELEASE DATE: July 2008

RETAIL: $24.99

---

The Author

**Greg Womack** is a certified financial planner and president of Womack Investment Advisers, Inc. He is a frequent guest for local network television stations, hosts his own local television show on finances, and is a financial columnist for a local business newspaper. He has also served his church as board member and finance committee chairperson. Greg lives in Edmond, Oklahoma, with his wife, Jana, and their children Gregory and Raegan.

---

The Author

**Brett Rickey** is the founding pastor of FamilyChurch.tv. He also serves as a coach and mentor to new church pastors across the country. Brett holds an MA in practical theology. He and his wife, Mindy, live in Oklahoma with their three daughters: Jessica, Kelsey, and Hope.
This study explores the reality of life’s pain and reveals the marvelous, healing gift of laughter. It doesn’t try to answer all the “whys” of the human experience but instead focuses on the God who heals our pain.

With comfort and wisdom, it will help you find a place of inner peace where your smiles and joys remain genuine—even when life is at its worst.

This resource includes the book *Making the Climb: What a Novice Climber Learned About Life on Mount Kilimanjaro*, six DVD lessons by the author, and a printable leader’s guide.

---

**Making the Climb**

*Lessons for Faith Communities*

**John C. Bowling**

BOOK FORMAT: 5.25” x 8”, paper, 192 pages  
MEDIA FORMAT: DVD  
CATEGORY: Religion / Christian Life / Personal Growth  
RELEASE DATE: July 2008

RETAIL: $24.99

**THE AUTHOR**

**JOHN C. BOWLING** is president of Olivet Nazarene University and president of the General Board of the Church of the Nazarene. He is a strong and effective leader who also has a background in pastoral ministry and college teaching.

---

**The Harder I Laugh, The Deeper I Hurt**

*Lessons for Faith Communities*

**Stan Toler and Debra White Smith**

BOOK FORMAT: 5.25” x 8”, paper, 160 pages  
MEDIA FORMAT: DVD  
CATEGORY: Religion / Christian Life / Personal Growth  
RELEASE DATE: July 2008

RETAIL: $24.99

**THE AUTHOR**

**STAN TOLER** has written more than 60 books and is senior pastor of Trinity Church of the Nazarene in Oklahoma City. He is the cofounder of BGW Forward in Faith and also serves as the executive director of the Toler Leadership Center located on the campus of Mid-America Christian University.

**DEBRA WHITE SMITH** is a popular author, speaker, and media personality. She has written more than 50 books and has more than a million books in print. Debra holds an MA in English from the University of Texas.
Leading others in worship is a rewarding ministry; but sometimes the work of leading worship—choosing music, coordinating rehearsals, ordering services—can overshadow (or even take the place of) a personal time of worship and communion with God. And yet, spending quiet time with God is a vital part of ministry. Before authentic worship can flow into others, it needs to be purified and enriched in the waters of God's truth.

Quiet Moments for Worship Leaders is a collection of daily meditations and devotionals that invite worship leaders, pastors, and musicians to step away from the noise and stress of their day to spend a few moments in the quietness of God's worship and the confidence of His Word. Using the ageless writings of the Book of Psalms, Marty Parks explores the honest words of David, Asaph, and others; and shares how their passion for worship, their love of God's word, and even their colossal failures, offer comfort and inspire us to infuse our lives with the strength and truth of His Word.
No one wants to think about planning a funeral; and the logistics of burial costs, memorial options, and writing a eulogy are the last things on your mind when a loved one has died. But at some point in life, most of us will have to face the grim task of laying someone to rest. *How to Plan a Funeral* provides practical instruction and insight to help you manage the difficult and sometimes, overwhelming choices, arrangements, and responsibilities that must be handled after a loved one dies. It includes information on burial and cremation costs; buyer advice and what to avoid; ideas for celebrating the life of your loved one; ways to support others who are grieving; and more.

**TABLE OF CONTENTS**

1. Celebrating the Life of Your Loved One
2. Choices and Costs
3. The Obituary and Notification of the Death
4. The Eulogy—A Tribute
5. The Burial Service
6. A Word to the Bereaved
8. When Tragedy Strikes the Community
9. Helping Children Deal with Loss

**THE AUTHOR**

LIZ COWEN FURMAN is an elementary school teacher, author, mentor, artist, and popular speaker. She lives in Morrison, Colorado, with her husband, Dave, and their three boys: Martin, Matthew, and Micah.
Administrative assistants play an important role in their church's ministry. Greeting weekday visitors, taking phone messages, managing paperwork, and keeping the pastor and staff organized are just a few of their daily tasks. This myriad of duties and responsibilities, which are often unique to each individual church, makes training new assistants a difficult and daunting task for pastors and staff.

The Church Administrative Assistant's Handbook is a valuable training tool to help administrators and assistants work together to achieve efficiency and maximize their church's ministry. It includes a variety of useful forms for pastors and assistants to use as they work together to create a successful team.

The Author

ROSE GRAHAM serves as business administrator and administrative assistant to the district superintendent for the Canada West District of the Church of the Nazarene. Prior to this, she worked as a church secretary in a variety of ministry settings. In her spare time, Rose enjoys mentoring church secretaries and facilitating workshops. She has four children and four grandchildren and lives in Airdrie, Alberta, Canada.

Table of Contents

1. Profiling the Position
2. Selecting an Administrative Assistant
3. Empowering the Pastor
4. Reception and Office Management
5. Time Management in No Time
6. Recruiting, Mobilizing, and Motivating Volunteers
7. Creating Promotions and Communications
8. Policies
9. Procedures and Routines
10. Forms, Lists, and Checklists
11. Event Planning and Production
12. Templates, Talk Tracks, and Samples
Most of the time, members who accept the position of church treasurer have little or no background in accounting; and even those with accounting experience may have trouble knowing what’s expected of them when they begin their duties. The Church Treasurer’s Manual is a practical tool that provides treasurers everything they need to know about handling church finances. From an overview of their duties to guidelines to help complete them, new and veteran treasurers alike will learn practical tips and time-saving suggestions that will help them carry out their responsibilities in an effective and efficient manner.

BRUCE NUFFER created this product in consultation with numerous denominations, pastors, and church treasurers who appreciate the complexities of this demanding volunteer position. He is a freelance writer and the marketing manager for WordAction Publishing and Barefoot Ministries. He and his wife, Yvonne, live in Kansas City, with their three children.

Grief affects everyone. For many, knowing what to do or how to help someone who has suffered a loss can be difficult. Sometimes, sending flowers or offering a sympathetic word just doesn’t seem like enough. The Grief Care Kit is a practical resource to help churches provide real help and healing for people facing grief. Designed to help leaders establish a grief ministry, it includes a copy of a grief seminar by author Harold Ivan Smith as well as instructions for leading a grief recovery group, including a leader’s guide and student workbook. The material also comes in electronic files and is completely reproducible, so leaders can adapt and reuse it to fit their changing needs year after year.

HAROLD IVAN SMITH is a popular speaker and grief educator. He received a doctorate of pastoral care from Rice Seminary and a doctorate of spiritual formation from Asbury Theological Seminary. Smith has published more than 30 books and numerous articles, including A Decembered Grief and When Your People Are Grieving (Beacon Hill Press of Kansas City).
ACCTS: THE CHURCH IGNITED
Jeannie McCullough, executive editor
Divided into two parts, this Bible study focuses on the historical account of the early church in the Book of Acts. Each lesson includes exercises for groups, questions for discussion, memory verses, and practical application.

(Part of the WISDOM OF THE WORD BIBLE STUDY SERIES)
Spiral, $14.99 each
Part 1, 96 pages, TCZ978-0-8341-2281-9
Part 2, 96 pages, TCZ978-0-8341-2282-6

BEACON SMALL-GROUP BIBLE STUDIES
Each study provides verse-by-verse explanations, discussion questions, and prayers to help small groups better understand the Word of God and relate its truths to their lives.

NEW TESTAMENT
Ephesians, TCZ978-0-8341-0722-9
John, Part 1, TCZ978-0-8341-0651-2
John, Part 2, TCZ978-0-8341-0883-3
Matthew, Part 1, TCZ978-0-8341-0870-7

OLD TESTAMENT
Amos/Naegai, TCZ978-0-8341-1247-6
Deuteronomy, TCZ978-0-8341-0959-9
Ecclesiastes, TCZ978-0-8341-0948-1
Ezra/Nehemiah, TCZ978-0-8341-0927-8
Genesis, Part 2, TCZ978-0-8341-1108-0
Hosea, TCZ978-0-8341-0984-8
Isaiah, TCZ978-0-8341-0905-3
Jeremiah/Lamentations, TCZ978-0-8341-1106-8
Job, TCZ978-0-8341-1109-7
Jot/Jonah, TCZ978-0-8341-1207-0
Joshua, TCZ978-0-8341-1098-4
Kish/Mosaic, TCZ978-0-8341-1066-8
Nahum/Hosabakkuk, TCZ978-0-8341-1218-8
1 & 2 Samuel, TCZ978-0-8341-0914-6
Zechariah/Malachi, TCZ978-0-8341-1100-4

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS
H. Orton Wiley; Morris Weigelt, editor
This is an updated edition of Wiley’s classic comments on his favorite book of the Bible. 400 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-0890-5, $24.99

EZRA: LEADER OF MORAL RESTORATION
Jeannie McCullough, executive editor
This study explores Ezra’s greatest challenge: to restore the meaning of the Word of the Lord in the hearts of the remnant Israelites. Each lesson includes exercises for groups, questions for discussion, memory verses, and life application.

(Part of the WISDOM OF THE WORD BIBLE STUDY SERIES)
88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1801-0, $14.99

BEACON BIBLE COMMENTARY, 10 VOLUME SET
Albert F. Harper, W. T. Purkiser, and Ralph Earle, editors
Based on the KJV, this set provides in-depth explanations of Scripture, critical analysis of key words and phrases, and outlines for expository preaching. Cloth, jacketed, TCZ978-0-8341-0298-9, $299.99

HEBREWS: COVENANT OF FAITH
Jeannie McCullough, executive editor
Divided into two parts, this Bible study challenges readers to embrace faith in Christ. Each lesson includes exercises for groups, questions for discussion, memory verses, and life application.

(Part of the WISDOM OF THE WORD BIBLE STUDY SERIES)
Spiral, $14.99 each
Part 1, 96 pages, TCZ978-0-8341-2265-9
Part 2, 96 pages, TCZ978-0-8341-2275-8

BEACON BIBLE EXPOSITIONS, 12 VOLUME SET
William M. Greathouse and Willard H. Taylor, editors
Based on the KJV, this devotional resource on the New Testament provides a systematic Bible study aid for individuals, teachers, and pastors. Cloth, jacketed, TCZ978-0-8341-0323-8, $189.99

A HOLY ENCOUNTER: MEETING GOD IN HIS WORD
Carl M. Leth
This insightful book explores critical biblical truths and helps readers cultivate a closer relationship with the Lord and a bigger heart for service. 112 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1633-7, $10.99

HOW TO READ THE BIBLE SO IT CHANGES YOUR LIFE
Aletha Hinthorn
This book explores ways to make the Bible come alive in your everyday life by discovering what God has to say to you in His Word. 144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2137-9, $12.99

FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE
Engaging, perceptive, and academically thorough, this new commentary in the Wesleyan tradition will expand your understanding and deepen your appreciation for the meaning and message of each book of the Bible.

**NEW BEACON BIBLE COMMENTARY**

**NEHEMIAH: MAN OF RADICAL OBEDIENCE**
Jeannie McCullough, executive editor
This study explores Nehemiah’s devotion to God and what can be accomplished through faith, passion, and persistence. Each lesson includes exercises for groups, questions for discussion, memory verses, and life application.

(Part of the WISDOM OF THE WORD BIBLE STUDY SERIES)
88 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1820-1, $14.99

**JAMES AND 1 AND 2 PETER: LESSONS OF FAITH AT WORK**
Jeannie McCullough, executive editor
This Bible study explores three letters in the New Testament that explain how to put one’s faith into action. Each lesson includes exercises for groups, questions for discussion, memory verses, and life application.

(Part of the WISDOM OF THE WORD BIBLE STUDY SERIES)
104 pages, spiral, TCC978-0-8341-1979-6, $14.99

**LECTIO DIVINA BIBLE STUDIES**

Built on the ancient practice of “divine reading,” each lesson in these studies is divided into seven elements, which are designed to help you slow down, read scripture, meditate on it, and prayerfully respond as you “listen to God” through His Word.

80 pages, paper, $7.99 each

Acts, TCC978-0-89827-333-5
1 Corinthians, TCC978-0-89827-332-8
Ephesians, TCC978-0-89827-320-5
Hebrews, TCC978-0-89827-304-5
James, TCC978-0-89827-302-1
John, TCC978-0-89827-300-7
Mark, TCC978-0-89827-301-4
1 and 2 Thessalonians, TCC978-0-89827-321-2
1 and 2 Timothy, TCC978-0-89827-323-6
Philippians, TCC978-0-89827-303-8
Romans, TCC978-0-89827-299-4
Revelation, TCC978-0-89827-322-9
1 and 2 Timothy/Titus, TCC978-0-89827-322-9

**REVELATION: VISION OF HOPE AND PROMISE**
Jeannie McCullough, executive editor
Divided into two parts, this study explores the meaning and purpose of the revelation of John. Each lesson includes exercises for groups, questions for discussion, memory verses, and practical application.

(Part of the WISDOM OF THE WORD BIBLE STUDY SERIES)
Paper, $14.99 each
Part 1, 96 pages, TCC978-0-8341-1792-1
Part 2, 104 pages, TCC978-0-8341-1827-0

**SUPERLATIVE CHRIST**
H. Ray Dunning
This study uses truths found in the Book of Hebrews to explore ways to overcome doubt and live out the covenant of faith in daily life.

120 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1839-3, $13.99

**THEY SAW THE STAR**
Jim Wilcox
These Advent-focused meditations, from Matthew’s account of Jesus’ childhood, step into the lives of the people who worked beside, followed, and raised the Christ child, helping to enrich your understanding of Immanuel’s birth.

96 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1914-7, $8.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
ALCOHOL: A FAMILY DESTROYER
Jerry Hull
This is a helpful book for those struggling with the negative effects of alcoholism. It includes a discussion on the Christian response to drinking. 53 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-1386-2, $4.99

BEST SELLER
ANGRY MEN AND THE WOMEN WHO LOVE THEM
Paul Hegstrom
Using examples from his own life, Hegstrom provides straight answers for those willing to overcome the cycle of violence. This is a life-changing resource for the man who batter, the woman who feels trapped, or the pastor, counselor, or friend who wants to help. 152 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-2152-2, $13.99

ANGRY TEENS AND THE PARENTS WHO LOVE THEM
Sandy J. Austin
From recognizing the faces, reasons, and roots of anger to addressing and surviving it, Austin shares tips and guidelines to help parents help their angry teen. 144 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-1982-6, $13.99

BEST SELLER
BROKEN CHILDREN, GROWN-UP PAIN
Paul Hegstrom
This insightful book offers practical and proven methods for facing and dealing with the pain of the past. Hegstrom uses proven methods to help you find healing so you can build authentic, healthy relationships with others. 152 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-2251-2, $13.99

THE CANCER SURVIVAL GUIDE
Kay Marshall Strom
With wisdom and hope, this book provides support, encouragement, and practical steps for dealing with the physical and spiritual effects of cancer. 136 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-1974-1, $13.99

CONFessions of AN ADULTEROUS CHRISTIAN WOMAN
Lyndell Hetrick Holtz
With emotion and honesty, Holtz gives women a first-hand look at the deceptiveness and destruction of adultery and reveals the restorative, redeeming power of God's grace and love. 192 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-2328-1, $14.99

CONFESSIONS of AN ADULTEROUS CHRISTIAN WOMAN
Lyndell Hetrick Holtz
With emotion and honesty, Holtz gives women a first-hand look at the deceptiveness and destruction of adultery; and reveals the restorative, redeeming power of God's grace and love. 192 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-2328-1, $14.99

BEST SELLER
A DECEMBERED GRIEF
Harold Ivan Smith
This comforting book provides illuminations and insights for those facing the holidays with a grieving heart. With keen perception, Smith emphasizes God's ability to transform the season into a time of grace and healing. 136 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-1819-5, $13.99

DESPERATE WIVES
Brenda Clayton
Help and hope for women considering separation or divorce, this book offers the mentally, emotionally, and spiritually exhausted wife a way to find hope, healing, and restoration for a seemingly hopeless marriage. 192 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-2238-3, $14.99

DESPERATE WIVES
Brenda Clayton
Help and hope for women considering separation or divorce, this book offers the mentally, emotionally, and spiritually exhausted wife a way to find hope, healing, and restoration for a seemingly hopeless marriage. 192 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-2238-3, $14.99

NEW
LIFE AFTER THE DEATH OF MY SON
Dennis L. Apple
Using excerpts from his journal, Apple explores the dark, lonely road of grieving for a child. His painful, yet promising story offers comfort and connection for those walking similar paths. 192 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-2365-6, $14.99

LORD OF THE VALLEY
James R. Spruce
Written from the heart of a pastor, this book offers anyone caught in the valley of despair poetic inspiration and hope for daily living. 80 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-1462-3, $8.99

MY HUSBAND HAS A SECRET
Molly Ann Miller
This book offers compassion, comfort, empathy, and encouragement for women whose husbands are caught in a sexual addiction. 144 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-2184-3, $12.99

THE PORNOGRAPHY TRAP
Ralph Earle Jr. and Mark Laaser
For men struggling with pornography, this book offers a way to overcome their addiction by teaching the core issues related to sexual sin, helping them develop a healthy, biblical view of sexuality. 144 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-1938-3, $14.99

PRODIGAL IN THE PARSONAGE
Judi Braddy
This book offers parents, especially those in ministry, an insider’s perspective and time-tested encouragement for struggling with the daily trials that come when a child rejects faith. 144 pages, paper, TCZZ978-0-8341-2206-2, $12.99
**BEST SELLER**

**10 LIFESAVING PRINCIPLES FOR WOMEN IN DIFFICULT MARRIAGES**

Karla Downing

This award-winning book helps women focus on what they can do to improve their situations and learn to set boundaries with their husbands. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2050-1, $14.99

FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE

---

**WHEN A CHILD YOU LOVE IS GRIEVING**

Harold Ivan Smith

Using an ABC-like approach, Smith shares insights and activities that parents, teachers, or friends can use to help and support a grieving child.

160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2173-7, $13.99

---

**WHEN LIFE DOESN’T TURN OUT THE WAY YOU EXPECT**

Jerry Brecheisen and Lawrence W. Wilson

This discussion of the difficult experiences and disappointments that life often brings leads readers to the point of healing—the place where God brings redemption to suffering.

160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2069-3, $13.99

---

**WHEN LOVE HURTS**

Karla Downing

Downing offers practical principles and scriptural tools to help you transform your dysfunctional relationships.

160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2136-2, $14.99

FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE

---

**WHEN YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT TO SAY**

Harold Ivan Smith

This book provides tangible, meaningful ways to make a significant difference as you journey through grief with someone you care about.

96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1975-8, $9.99

---

**WHEN YOUR TEEN GOES ASTRAY**

Jeanette Gardner Littleton

This helpful book for parents provides comfort, consolation, wise advice, and hope from experts and parents who have faced similar struggles.

136 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2044-0, $12.99

---

**WHY ME?**

Lawrence W. Wilson

This straightforward look at suffering helps readers find God in their circumstances and joy along side their pain.

136 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2201-7, $12.99

---

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| BEING A GOOD DAD WHEN YOU DIDN'T HAVE ONE  
Tim Wesemann |
| CHANGING PLACES  
Betty Benson Robertson |
| CHRISTMAS TRADITIONS  
Elmer & Ruth Towns and Stan & Linda Toler |
| NEW RELEASE COUPLE CONVERSATION  
Theodore Chaffee |
| DIRTY DANCING AT THE PROM AND OTHER CHALLENGES CHRISTIAN TEENS FACE  
Barbara Curtis |
| EMPOWERING YOUR CHILD WHO HAS SPECIAL NEEDS  
Debra Salter Goodwin |
| FRIENDS FOR KEEPS  
Debra White Smith |
| IN STEP WITH YOUR STEPCHILDREN  
Karen O'Connor |
| THE INTENTIONAL FAMILY  
Kimberley Raunikar Taylor |
| THE LIFE YOU WANT YOUR KIDS TO LIVE  
Les Parrott III and Leslie Parrott Sr. |
| MAKING A MARRIAGE  
Larry R. Morris, compiler and editor |
| MARRIAGE: BOOK 1  
Grace Ketterman |
| THE MOMMY SURVIVAL GUIDE  
Barbara Curtis |
| ONCE UPON A FAMILY  
Les Parrott III |
| PARENTING 20-SOMETHING KIDS  
Martha Pope Gorris |
| THE POWER OF A GODLY GRANDPARENT  
Stephen and Janet Bly |
| THE PRAYING PARENT  
Debbie Salter Goodwin |
| PREPARING FOR PARENTHOOD: BOOK 2  
Grace Ketterman |
Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
REACHING THE LEFT FROM THE RIGHT
Barbara Curtis
This challenging and insightful book offers practical suggestions to help you understand and learn to talk with people who do not think the way you do about today’s social issues.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2202-4, $14.99

SO YOU’RE PLANNING A WEDDING
C. D. Hansen
This helpful resource provides practical suggestions for all phases of planning a wedding. It also includes a planning schedule that lists 50 major items to consider and prepare for months in advance.
40 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0418-1, $4.99

STRONG ENOUGH TO BE A MAN
Tim Riter
This perceptive book addresses unhealthy masculinity and uses the dimensions of the fruit of the Spirit to offer men a model of authentic character that transcends the world’s definition of manhood.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2325-0, $14.99

IT ALL COMES OUT IN THE WASH
Judi Braddy
This inspiring book challenges women to step away from the spin cycle of life to discover the difference between doing it all and becoming all God wants them to be.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2259-8, $14.99

KEYS TO EMOTIONAL FREEDOM
Robin Martens
This insightful book offers advice, encouraging examples, relevant Scripture, and practical steps to help you leave emotional baggage at the foot of the cross and rest in peace of emotional freedom.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2174-4, $12.99

LIVING A MILK-AND-HONEY LIFE
Sharon Norris Elliott
This book for women helps you let go of what’s holding you back by learning to embrace and crave the promised life God has given you.
152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2248-2, $13.99

MAKING THE CLimb
John C. Bowling
This is a riveting first-person account of Bowling’s journey to the top of Mt. Kilimanjaro and the life-changing lessons he learned along the way. His principles and insights will help you overcome and conquer your own life challenges—no matter how difficult they might seem.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2326-7, $14.99

MORE THAN RUBIES
Debra White Smith
This book helps women become a positive influence in their homes and in the lives of those they care about most.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2323-0, $13.99

PACKIN’ UP AND HEadin’ OUT
John and Jill Bowling
This helpful book walks freshmen through the transition from high school to college by identifying and exploring four key ways to make the most of the college experience.
136 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1899-7, $12.99

THE TRUTH IN THE MIRROR
Karla Downing
This insightful guide to creating a healthy self-image points the way to a new sense of satisfaction and pleasure in becoming real. Downing helps you learn to accept yourself in order to become all God intends you to be.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2270-3, $14.99

WHEN CHRISTIANS RETIRE
Dwight Hervey Small
Practical and instructive, this book helps readers prepare for the trials and joys of life after retirement.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1838-6, $14.99

WISDOM AND WEALTH
Greg Womack
Written by a certified financial planner, this practical resource shows you how to develop a plan for your money and teaches you to lay a strong financial foundation that will last for generations to come.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2221-2, $14.99

A WOMAN AND HER RELATIONSHPs
Rosemary Flaaten
This book offers practical ideas and insight to help women enrich and deepen their relationships with God and the people they love.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2338-0, $14.99

YOUNGER THAN I USED TO BE
Wes Tracy
This inspiring book focuses on the positive opportunities, freedoms, and joys of the later years while realistically addressing the losses and attitudes that come with growing older.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2223-9, $12.99

YOUR UNFORGETTABLE LIFE
Jennifer Schuchmann and Craig Chapin
This thoughtful book examines the impact our decisions have on the legacy we leave and demonstrates how to make wise choices that will result in an unforgettable life.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2187-4, $12.99

FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE
SPIRITUAL GROWTH

ARMED FOR BATTLE
Peter Lundell
This book provides sensible, intriguing insight on how Christians can engage in spiritual warfare without neglecting a life of holiness. 128 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1880-5, $14.99

THE BATTLE FOR YOUR MIND
Leslie Parrott
This book on sanctification helps you discover what can happen when the Spirit transforms your heart and mind. 199 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1124-0, $15.99

NEW BEYOND SUNDAY
Woodie J. Stevens
This book provides understanding and practical suggestions for developing a solid, responsive, everyday faith that you can take beyond the walls of your church and into the lives of the people around you. 128 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2366-3, $11.99

BREAKING FREE FROM SIN’S GRIP
Frank Moore
With challenging insight, this book explores how to live under the guidance of a loving Father and break the chains of legalism, guilt, and hopelessness. 136 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1892-8, $14.99

COME AS YOU ARE
Reuben Welch and Dean Nelson
This book invites you to meet Jesus just where you are and discover a friend beyond comparison. 144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1741-9, $14.99

COMMITTED TO GRACE
Earl and Hazel Lee
This inspiring book explores the unfalling presence of the Holy Spirit and His ability to work in our lives. 79 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1500-2, $8.99

COURAGE
Jon Johnston
This helpful book provides encouragement and insight for conquering the fear and concerns that keep us from exhibiting courage in all areas of life. 152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1789-1, $14.99
FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE

C.S. LEWIS AND THE BRIGHT SHADOW OF HOLINESS
Gerard Reed
This is an insightful and enlightening exploration of the holiness of God—translated into the health, wholeness, and joy of the inner life—as traced in the writings of C.S. Lewis. 192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1752-5, $16.99

C.S. LEWIS EXPLORES VICE AND VIRTUE
Gerard Reed
This book examines Lewis’s thoughts on the seven deadly sins and seven virtues as expressed in his writings and points you to a deeper relationship with God and with your world. 168 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1894-2, $16.99

BEST SELLER
THE CYCLE OF VICTORIOUS GIVING
Stan and Linda Toler
This insightful book outlines a positive plan for stewardship in all areas of life and explores the relationship between giving, faith, spiritual growth, and ultimately, an eternal reward. 64 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2099-0, $7.99
FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE

THE CYCLE OF VICTORIOUS LIVING
Earl and Hazel Lee
This transformational bestseller explores four key aspects of having an abundant life.
Book, 64 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0275-0, $7.99;
FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE

DELIVERANCE FROM DAILY GIANTS
Dwight M. Gunter II
This book addresses real-life situations and shows how we can learn, through the help of the Holy Spirit, to conquer fear, broken relationships, failure, and other issues that hinder freedom in Christ. 192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2279-6, $14.99

THE DISCIPLINED LIFE
Richard S. Taylor
This insightful book explores ways to allow discipline to unlock the door to spiritual maturity and a new found freedom in Christ. 112 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0272-9, $10.99

FINDING YOUR MINISTRY
Raymond W. Hurn
This book shares ways to discover your gifts and ministry within the Body of Christ. 132 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0609-3, $12.99

THE FULLNESS OF THE SPIRIT
William M. Greathouse
This insightful study examines the work and ministry of the Holy Spirit in a believer’s life. 104 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2144-7, $9.99

GUTSY FAITH
Jeff Edmondson
This intriguing book explores how to ask God the right questions for the direction of your life and helps you develop the faith to obey when His answers come. 192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2262-8, $14.99
FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE

HEART AND SOUL
Gary Morsch and Dean Nelson
Committed to the principle that ordinary people can do extraordinary things, this book calls and equips you to discover ways to serve your community. 180 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1681-8, $16.99

HOLINESS IN EVERYDAY LIFE
George Lyons
This book helps you understand and adopt the everyday characteristics of the sanctified life. 48 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1432-6, $5.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
**HOLINESS 101**
Various Authors
This book explores many questions about holiness, including—
What does it mean to be holy? What does God expect of me? What if I fail? 144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2040-2, $13.99

**HOLINESS: THE JOURNEY, THE JOY, THE DIFFERENCE**
Tom Hermiz
This book explains the cleansing work of the Holy Spirit by using easy-to-understand concepts, examples, and explanations of holiness and sanctification. 120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2131-7, $11.99

**THE HUNGER OF YOUR HEART**
Wes Tracy
This is an inspiring look at the abundant life God has created for you. 168 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1705-1, $14.99

**THE LIBERATING LAW**
Gerard Reed
This book addresses the moral bankruptcy of our society and explores the timeless absolutes of right and wrong that guard healthy, holy living. 208 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1617-7, $15.99

**LORD, PLEASE MEET ME IN THE LAUNDRY ROOM**
Barbara Curtis
This inspiring book brings spiritual ideas into the everyday lives of busy moms to unburden, enlighten, and encourage them in their hectic daily lives. 136 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2097-6, $12.99

**BEST SELLER**
**MAKING DISCIPLES—ONE CONVERSATION AT A TIME**
D. Michael Henderson
This book reshapes your understanding of evangelism and discipleship, challenging you to use everyday interactions and conversations to tell others about God and His love for them. 192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2300-7, $14.99

**MORE HOLINESS IN EVERYDAY LIFE**
George Lyons
This book provides an in-depth look at holiness as found in 1 Thessalonians, Ezekiel, Mark, Galatians, and Philippians, exploring the distinguishing marks of a holy life. 120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1661-0, $11.99

**NEW**
**SEVEN DEADLY SINS**
Dan Boone
This is a relevant, thought-provoking look at the seven imperfections that sin uses to tarnish and infect our lives. It will reshape your awareness of sin and remind you of a sin-free Savior who gives us the grace to become like Him. 128 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2360-1, $11.99

**SILENT GOD**
Joseph Bentz
With challenging perception, Bentz explores reasons for God’s silence in our lives and reveals a new understanding of the mystery and power of God and a deeper connection with Christ and His love. 192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2327-4, $14.99

**SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES 101**
Various Authors
This book provides motivation and insight for activities such as fasting, spiritual journaling, prayer, and outreach; exploring how these disciplines can be used to enrich, strengthen, and cultivate your spiritual life. 144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2214-7, $12.99

**STEWARDSHIP IS MORE THAN TIME, TALENT, AND THINGS**
C. Neil Strait
This book shows how to move to a new level of giving to the kingdom of God with different aspects of your life, including your attitudes, relationships, and leisure activities. 80 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1458-6, $7.99

**WAS IT NOT I?**
W. E. McCumber
This book studies more than a hundred questions posed by God in Scripture, revealing profound truths about God—and ourselves—in the answers. 196 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1485-2, $15.99

**WHAT WOULD JESUS DRIVE . . . AND SHOULD YOU CARE?**
Jim Wilcox
This book takes on the difficult task of answering how Jesus would live and act if he lived in our society today. 136 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2218-5, $13.99

**WHEN GOD TAKES TOO LONG**
Joseph Bentz
This intriguing book explores the mysteries of God’s timing and reshapes how we perceive and react to having to wait. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2220-8, $11.99

**WHEN GOLIATH DOESN’T FALL**
Jody Conrad
This honest exploration of faith pulls away the mask of Christianity and helps you cultivate a beautiful, wild faith that still rejoices, worships, and sings—even when our giants defeat us. 192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2357-1, $14.99

**WHEN LOVE BENDS DOWN**
Michael Lodahl
This compelling study shows how God was loving enough to bend down to reach us where we are, providing a model of how to treat others in our world today. 128 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2220-8, $11.99

**WHEN YOU CAN’T PRAY**
Al Truesdale
This book tackles the difficulties and frustrations of the Christian walk, offering you hope in spite of uncertainty. 144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1930-7, $14.99
DEVOCTIONS & INSPIRATION

ARCHITECTS OF THE ENDURING SET
Neil B. Wiseman and L. Wayne Sears
From the people in the pews to its well-known church leaders, this two-book series celebrates the people who have made the Church of the Nazarene what it is today. (Includes CLASSIC WRITINGS FROM BUILDERS OF OUR FAITH and UNCOMMON STORIES FROM EVERYDAY NAZARENES) Paper, complete set of 2, TCZ0978-0-8341-1912-3, $29.98

BEHOLD HIS GLORY
Aletha Hinthorn
This intriguing Bible study explores how to draw closer to God by examining the meanings of His names. (Part of the ALL FOR HIS GLORY BIBLE STUDIES SERIES) 124 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-1879-9, $12.99

BOLDLY ASKING
Aletha Hinthorn
This study on prayer explores what it means to come boldly to God in joyous praise, to bring requests, and to expect the abundance of life devoted to unhindered prayer. (Part of the SATISFIED HEART TOPICAL BIBLE STUDY SERIES) 104 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-1605-4, $9.99

CAROLS OF DEVOTION
Doug Samples
This seasonal study provides thoughtful devotions based on significant phrases found in classic Christmas hymns. 96 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-2071-6-6, $8.99

COME TO THE WATER BROOK
Neil Wiseman
This inspiring compilation includes stories from Max Lucado, Bob Benson, George Bernard Shaw, and others to encourage you and help you focus on what is really important. 104 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-1703-7, $9.99

BEST SELLER
DEVOTIONS FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS
Stan Toler and John Baldwin
This book of short devotions offers inspirational stories and insights that teachers can use to reflect and pray on during the week or just before class starts. 112 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-2001-3, $10.99

DEVOTIONS FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS 2
Stan Toler, John C. Bowling, and David W. Graves
This inspiring second volume offers words of comfort, guidance, insight, and even a little humor to help teachers rediscover the joys of teaching the children of God. 112 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-2323-6, $9.99

BEST SELLER
DORM ROOM DEVOTIONS
Jim Hampton
This devotional for college students uses Scripture, theology, and life experiences to offer them guidance and insight on how to successfully navigate the college experience. 136 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-2023-5, $12.99

NEW
DOWNTIME FOR DADS
Gene Williams
Written by men of all ages and backgrounds, these meditations provide insight and encouragement to help busy dads face the challenges of fatherhood. 192 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-2356-4, $14.99

FILLED WITH HIS GLORY
Aletha Hinthorn
This journey into the Spirit-led life will help you discover the power behind God’s choice to create in His children a dwelling place. (Part of the ALL FOR HIS GLORY BIBLE STUDIES SERIES) Book, 136 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-1823-2, $12.99

FROM THIS FAITH FORWARD
Joyce Williams
This inspiring collection of writings from Christian women around the world includes stories from Anne Graham Lotz, Gracia Burnham, Liz Curtis Higgs, Becka Tirabassi, Chonda Pierce, and many others. 152 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-2186-7, $14.99

GOD IS NEVER LATE; HE’S SELLROM EARLY, HE’S ALWAYS RIGHT ON TIME
Stan Toler
This humorous and insightful book helps readers remember that despite our anxiousness, impatience, and worry, God is faithful to work in our lives at just the right time. He’ll never be late. 152 pages, paper, TCZ0978-0-8341-2105-8, $12.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I LOVE GOD’S SENSE OF HUMOR; I JUST WISH HE’D LET ME IN ON THE JOKE</td>
<td>Stan Toler</td>
<td>TCZ978-0-8341-1604-1</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JOURNEY HOME</td>
<td>Bob Benson and Karen Dean Fry</td>
<td>TCZ978-0-8341-1606-1</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOT ASHAMED</td>
<td>Ed Robinson</td>
<td>TCZ978-0-8341-1438-8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>$3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUiETLY RESTING</td>
<td>Aletha Hinthorn</td>
<td>TCZ978-0-8341-1601-7</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This collection of the best of Bob Benson’s writings displays his talent as a wordsmith and provides an intimate glimpse into his life. Included are reflections from people he personally inspired—James Dobson, Amy Grant, Gloria Gaither, and others. 136 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-2249-9, $12.99

Dobson, Amy Grant, Gloria Gaither, and others. included are reflections from people he personally inspired—James Tal...
SEASONS OF PRAYER
Donna Fletcher Crow
This engaging devotional ties your prayer life with events on the Christian calendar to help you recognize and embrace the beautiful simplicity of classical prayers and the passion of Christian history. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1871-3, $15.99

SHE CAN'T EVEN PLAY THE PIANO!
Joyce Williams
This collection of stories from ministry wives such as Ruth Bell Graham, Kay Warren, and Joyce Rogers provides advice for balancing the demands of ministry and family, while making time for your own priorities as a pastor’s wife. 152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2200-0, $14.99

A SIMPLE FAITH
Jim R. Spruce and Fletcher Spruce
This inspiring book reintroduces the wisdom of Fletcher Spruce, who impacted the Christian world with his weekly faith-building commentaries. 152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1626-9, $14.99

SIMPLY PRAYING
Patsy Lewis
This engaging devotional book offers a year of guidance and practical prayer techniques to help transform your view of prayer and strengthen your relationship with the Lord. 256 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2271-0, $16.99

SIMPLY TRUSTING
Aletha Hinthorn
This challenging Bible study provides guidance for deepening your faith and explores how to confidently believe that God will answer your prayers. (Part of the SATISFIED HEART TOPICAL BIBLE STUDY SERIES) 104 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1604-7, $9.99

SOARING STRAIGHT AHEAD
Susie Shellenberger
This relevant and entertaining four-week devotional for teens is based on the belief that God is calling His disciples to soar above the crowds on a path that lies straight ahead. 32 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1396-1, $3.99

SPENDING TIME WITH GOD
Mark Gilroy
This engaging devotional for teens explores how they can spend time with God and get to know Him in a whole new way. 80 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1197-4, $8.99

STEP BY STEP
Mark Gilroy
This book provides 28 devotionals to encourage teens to open their lives to God and discover just how much He loves them. 36 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1468-5, $3.99

STEWARDSHIP OF TALENT
Stan Toler
A great gift for leaders, this book offers motivational quotes and wisdom on the importance of being God-directed stewards of our talents. 112 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1850-8, $8.99

STEWARDSHIP OF TIME
Stan Toler
This inspirational gift book provides motivational quotes that offer insight for balancing your schedule and taking charge of your time. 112 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1747-1, $8.99

STORMS PASS, SO HANG ON!
Nancy Hoag
With delightful prose, Hoag shares personal experiences and scriptures to help you discover triumphs in the midst of tragedies. 112 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1480-7, $12.99

SURPRISES AND MIRACLES OF THE SEASON
Dennis Hensley
Perfect for family devotionals, this book provides short vignettes full of humor, new perspectives, and surprises to help you view the holidays in a new way. 96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1978-9, $8.99

TRANSFORMED BY HIS GLORY
Aletha Hinthorn
This Bible study will help you learn how to allow the Holy Spirit to bear His fruit within you in order to impact your world for Christ. (Part of the ALL FOR HIS GLORY BIBLE STUDIES SERIES) 136 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1778-5, $12.99

THE TRAVELER’S PSALM
Louise R. Chapman, Mary L. Scott, and Nina G. Gunter
This 40-day devotional offers insights, challenges, and encouragement for the journey of life. 96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1513-2, $9.99

UNSHAKABLE FAITH FOR SHAKY TIMES
Joyce Williams
This collection of stories from women such as Liz Curtis Higgs, Beth Moore, and Vonette Bright will help you discover the common thread of faith that sustains us regardless of the distresses, disasters, diseases, and devastations of life. 144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2020-4, $12.99

WHAT’S A NICE GOD LIKE YOU DOING IN A PLACE LIKE THIS?
Wesley D. Tracy
This book explores how God continues to shine through the lives of ordinary people despite adversity. 120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1371-8, $11.99

A WAY WITH WORDS
John C. Bowling
This unique book provides a litany of words that define our moments and give reality to our convictions and explores how they help to reveal understanding, wisdom, and faith. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1802-7, $13.99

WHEN SOMEONE YOU LOVE DEVOTIONAL SERIES
Cecil Murphey
This trio of books offers spiritual hope and help for people whose loved ones are facing Alzheimer’s disease, drug abuse, or mental illness. Each book contains short devotionals to help caregivers focus on God in the midst of trials. Paper, $8.99 each

WHEN SOMEONE YOU LOVE HAS ALZHEIMER’S, TCZ978-0-8341-2132-4
WHEN SOMEONE YOU LOVE SUFFERS FROM DEPRESSION OR MENTAL ILLNESS, TCZ978-0-8341-2134-8

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
AND YOU CALL YOURSELF A CHRISTIAN?
This study explores 13 common misconceptions about Christianity.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1922-2, $7.50

A CHRISTIAN ATTITUDE TOWARD ATTITUDES
This study explores self-esteem and how to address its sources such as criticism and success.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1526-2, $7.50

CHRISTIANS IN CONFLICT
This study offers a biblical understanding of conflict and provides the tools needed to resolve conflict in a Christ-like manner.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-2055-6, $7.50

DOES THE BIBLE REALLY SAY THAT?
This book examines Christian sayings that are difficult to practice or hard to understand.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-2077-8, $7.50

THE END
This book celebrates and explores our ultimate hope in the Christ. Topics include death, heaven and hell, the Second Coming, and more.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1579-8, $7.50

A HUNGER FOR GOD
This book explores ways to use God's power to grow spiritually, serve others, control yourself, and love your enemies.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1977-2, $7.50

I BELIEVE, NOW TELL ME WHY
This book presents readers with sound doctrine in easy-to-understand language.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1517-0, $7.99

IN HIS LIKENESS
This study explores the practical how's and why's of living a life of holiness.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1516-3, $7.99

LESS STRESS, PLEASE
This study explores ways to break free and take control of one's life and offers practical advice for handling stressful situations.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1407-4, $7.50

LIVING CHRIST
This study offers a deeper biblical understanding of what it means to be Christian and explores ways to serve one another in love.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1299-8, $7.99

MIRROR IMAGE
This book discusses ways to reflect the traits of Christ in everyday life.
Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1723-5, $7.99
Leader's Guide, TCZ978-0-8341-1722-8, $7.50

MISGUIDING LIGHTS?
This book offers a compassionate, revealing look at cults and major world religions in light of God's truth.
MOSAIC OF FAITH
This study explores the faithful lives of those who have laid the path for Christianity. Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-2286-4, $7.50; Leader’s Guide, TCZ978-0-8341-2285-7, $7.99

SUCCESS!

TEACH US TO PRAY
This study looks at the importance of prayer and ways to incorporate it into one’s life. Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1964-2, $7.50; Leader’s Guide, TCZ978-0-8341-1965-9, $7.99

WHAT JESUS SAID ABOUT . . .
This book discusses topics such as worry, temptation, forgiveness, healing, death, hypocrisy, divorce, holy living, and more. Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1177-4, $7.50; Leader’s Guide, TCZ978-0-8341-1177-4, $7.99

WHERE IS GOD WHEN . . .?

WHO IS GOD?
This is a book explores how the life, ministry, and person of Jesus reveal the very heart of our heavenly Father. Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-2147-8, $7.50; Leader’s Guide, TCZ978-0-8341-2146-1, $7.99

YOU’RE LOSING US
This study shows adults how they can pass on their faith to the next generation. Pupil, TCZ978-0-8341-1996-3, $7.50; Leader’s Guide, TCZ978-0-8341-1997-0, $7.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
**BASIC BIBLE STUDIES IN EVERYDAY ENGLISH**
Charles Shaver
This useful book offers 8 step-by-step worksheets for an easy-to-understand presentation to share with new Christians.
48 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2058-7, $5.99

**BASIC CHRISTIAN BELIEFS**
This book offers an introduction to the Christian faith. Each chapter explains one aspect of the faith and includes fill-in-the-blank exercises to help students review the material.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-1-5634-4035-9, $3.75

**CHRISTIAN RITUALS**
This useful book provides an ESL guide for pastors to use as they lead Christians through church rituals such as baptism, membership, Communion, and marriage.
48 pages, paper, TCZ978-1-5634-4042-7, $2.25

**A DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE IN EVERYDAY ENGLISH**
Al Truesdale, Wes Eby, and George Lyons
This dictionary provides easy-to-understand definitions of commonly used biblical, theological, and doctrinal terms. It presents the major theological viewpoints in simple language.
352 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2086-0, $34.99

**THE GOSPEL OF JOHN: WHO IS JESUS?**
This is a basic Bible study on the Book of John for people who are learning English. Each chapter includes fill-in-the-blank exercises for students.
64 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2222-7, $6.99

**GREAT WOMEN OF THE BIBLE**
This is a basic Bible study of key women of the Bible, including Sarah, Miriam, Ruth, Mary, and others.
64 pages, paper, TCZ978-1-5634-4136-3, $2.25

**HANDBOOK FOR TEACHING BIBLE-BASED ESL**
This useful book offers a practical, hands-on approach for teaching ESL. It includes communication tips, sample lesson plans, teaching resources, and a pronunciation guide.
96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2070-9, $14.99

**HOW CHRISTIANS GROW**
This book provides a basic discipleship text for people who are learning English. Topics include baptism, Bible study, prayer, and living the holy life.
56 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2059-4, $5.99

**IMPORTANT LESSONS IN THE BIBLE**
This is a basic Bible study designed to help new Christians understand several important truths about God.
72 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2107-0, $2.25

**TEACHINGS OF JESUS**
This study uses some of Christ's familiar parables to teach the lessons on what He taught about God's love, prayer, obedience, and other important topics.
72 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2151-5, $7.99

**WHAT CHRISTIANS BELIEVE, SECOND EDITION**
J. Wesley Eby
This book explores ways to present the gospel to adults with limited English proficiency. Christian beliefs are discussed and explained by presenting a scripture passage, its meaning, and questions based on what was read.
56 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2061-7, $5.99

**THE CHURCH OUT ON A LIMERICK**
Rob L. Staples, illustrated by Rick Green
Enjoy a witty and creative trip through Christian history with this tongue-in-cheek gift of clever limericks guaranteed to humor both laity and clergy.
96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1825-6, $9.99

**AMONG THE GODS, BOOK 5**
Lynn N. Austin
FICTION BOOK—Can the faithful ones free their homeland from Manasseh's wicked reign before the Assyrians conquer their country?
320 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1733-4, $15.99

**FLY AWAY**
Lynn N. Austin
FICTION BOOK—Mike searches desperately for the courage to face the inevitable, and Wilhemina prays for the wisdom to lead a dying man to a personal faith.
208 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1595-8, $15.99

**THE LIFE OF JESUS CHRIST**
This book provides a simple, complete study of the life of Jesus, written for those who are learning English. It discusses major events and miracles in His life.
88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2060-0, $6.99

**IF GOD IS GOD . . . THEN WHY?: LETTERS FROM NEW YORK CITY**
Al Truesdale
This fictional story addresses the unavoidable question—What kind of loving Father would allow such suffering?
IF GOD IS GOD . . . THEN WHY?: LETTERS FROM OKLAHOMA CITY
Al Truesdale
Using fictional letters written from a young niece to her pastor uncle, this book addresses the age-old question of evil and how to survive it. 120 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1631-3, $14.99

IF YOU CAN’T STAND THE SMOKE, GET OUT OF MY KITCHEN
Martha Bolton
This humorous book encourages you to learn to look at life through the funny bone. 120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1361-9, $11.99

I WOULDN’T BE TEMPTED IF TEMPTATION WASN’T SO TEMPTING!
Ron Wheeler
This unique book provides amusing comics that teens will enjoy. 96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1548-4, $8.99

THE LORD IS MY SONG, BOOK 2
Lynn N. Austin
FICTION BOOK—Not everyone is pleased with King Hezekiah’s newfound faith in the one true God and when he stops paying tribute to Assyria he is besieged by enemies on every side. Can his faith hold a nation together?
304 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1602-3, $15.99

ROSES IN AUTUMN
Donna Fletcher Crow
FICTION BOOK—A couple’s fervent desire to repair their marriage leads them to discover that they must find God in order to find each other. 212 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1713-6, $13.99

SECOND ROW PIANO SIDE
Chonda Pierce
This engaging story from comedian Chonda Pierce inspires you with humor, heartache, and hope. 120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1589-7, $11.99

A TIME TO DREAM, BOOK 3
Ruth Glover
FICTION BOOK—Young and optimistic, Rob and Cassie Quinn join the bands of immigrants who are converging on the vast Northwest Territories—but soon Cassie finds herself alone.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1572-9, $15.99

YOU MIGHT BE A YOUTH WORKER IF . . .
Jon Middendorf and John McPherson
This collection of humorous cartoons makes the perfect gift for a youth workers. 96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1668-9, $9.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
ABCS OF EVANGELISM  
Stan Toler  
This resource provides a simple ABC three-verse soul-winning plan to introduce others to Christ. It includes audio messages from John C. Maxwell and Stan Toler.  
56 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-1956-7, $49.99

BUILDING KINGDOM STEWARDS  
Stan Toler  
This resource outlines a positive strategy for developing financial stewardship in the local church. It includes an audio CD, fill-in-the-blank worksheets, PowerPoint slides, interactive sermon outlines, and electronic forms.  
200 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2084-6, $99.99

NEW RELEASE  
THE CHURCH ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT’S HANDBOOK  
Rose Graham  
This valuable training tool helps church administrators and assistants work together to achieve efficiency and maximize their church’s ministry. It includes a variety of adaptable forms and worksheets.  
176 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2334-2, $69.99

THE CHURCH CONSTRUCTION KIT  
J. Dean Morgan  
Written by professionals who have years of experience, this is an interactive guide filled with the insight and information churches need to shape their decisions and actions throughout the building process.  
240 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2183-6, $124.99

CHURCH OPERATIONS MANUAL  
Stan Toler  
This step-by-step guide provides resources to help churches save time and improve efficiency. It includes instructional audio seminars to enhance the effectiveness of the forms, documents, and policies provided.  
118 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-1895-9, $99.99

UPDATED  
THE CHURCH TREASURER’S MANUAL  
Bruce Nuffer  
This helpful resource provides useful information, practical tips, and time-saving suggestions to help church treasurers carry out their responsibilities in an effective and efficient manner.  
160 pages, book kit, TCZZ978-0-8341-2383-0, $49.99

NEW  
THE COMPLETE MEN’S MINISTRIES KIT  
Stan Toler and Jerry Brechelsen  
This resource gives churches everything they need to establish or expand their ministry to men. It includes examples, ideas, and activities for areas such as fellowship, compassionate ministries, Bible study, and mentoring.  
160 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2336-6, $89.99

THE COMPLETE SPIRITUAL GIFTS KIT  
Daniel R. Gales  
This is a full-service program to help members discover their spiritual gifts and how best to use them in the church. It includes personality tests, surveys, PowerPoint presentations, and more.  
192 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2212-3, $89.99

THE COMPLETE WOMEN’S MINISTRIES KIT  
Janelle R. Parker  
This helpful resource outlines how to begin and maintain a women’s ministry and shares program and event ideas, recipes, craft and decoration suggestions for theme-based activities, sample forms, flyers, and more.  
192 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2309-0, $99.99

UPDATED  
THE COMPLETE YEAR OF SERMONS  
Stan Toler  
This valuable resource provides sermon outlines complete with bulletin inserts for note-taking congregations to help pastors plan sermons for an entire year.  
216 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2138-6, $99.99

52 WEEKS OF WORSHIP  
Stan Toler, Michael Cork, and Mark Cork  
This resource provides a complete year of sermon outlines, bulletin inserts, and musical arrangements.  
286 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-1744-0, $99.99

52 WEEKS OF WORSHIP, VOLUME 2  
Stan Toler and Terry Toler  
This resource offers another year of sermon outlines, service orders, musical suggestions, and bulletin inserts to assist in worship planning.  
216 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-1832-4, $99.99

INSTANT CHILDREN’S MINISTRIES  
Bill Rolfe  
This helpful resource provides an interactive guide to create a successful, discipleship-oriented ministry for kids.  
128 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2179-9, $89.99

INSTANT CHURCH OFFICE  
Stan Toler  
This practical resource provides simple structure and organizational guidance for busy church offices. It includes forms and letters that can be adapted to fit a church’s changing needs.  
172 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-1833-1, $89.99

INSTANT YOUTH OFFICE  
Stan Toler and Blair Spindle  
This useful notebook provides a variety of resources for running a youth department. It includes a CD with adaptable templates; including permission slips, sign-up sheets, and budgeting worksheets.  
144 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2205-5, $89.99

SAFE KIDS  
Blake Caldwell  
This important manual helps churches structure the safest possible environment for their children. It provides forms and procedures to screen volunteers, information for identifying potential predators, and policies for reporting suspected child abuse.  
160 pages, notebook, TCZZ978-0-8341-2085-3, $89.99
Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.

STARTING A NEW CHURCH
Dale Galloway with Warren Bird
This complete resource for beginning a new church includes reproducible materials to train church leaders and laity and a DVD with tips from real-life church planters.

26 WAYS TO IMPROVE THE IMAGE OF YOUR CHURCH
Stan Toler and Jerry Brecheisen
This resource shows how to improve the image of three areas in local church ministry: program, building & properties, and publications & communications. It offers positive principles and practical illustrations for improvements that can be made in these key ministries.
160 pages, notebook, TCZ2978-0-8341-2052-5, $99.99

THE VIBRANT CHURCH
Stan Toler
This resource provides step-by-step instructions to help leaders improve leadership skills, anticipate cultural trends, break through attendance barriers, and more. It includes a seminar on audio CD and a student workbook to enhance teaching and group discussion.
TCZ2978-0-8341-2003-7, $29.99

THE WINNING WELCOME
Stan Toler and Gay Leonard
This resource provides a plan and a variety of materials to help churches effectively greet and welcome visitors.
144 pages, notebook, TCZ2978-0-8341-2098-3, $99.99

MINISTRY RESOURCES
CONSERVE THE CONVERTS
Charles “Chic” Shaver
This book discusses how to help new Christians establish their faith and become a part of the church.
104 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0411-2, $9.99

CRISIS MANUAL FOR CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS AND YOUTH WORKERS
Sandy J. Austin
From organizing a crisis team to creating response strategies, this important book will help churches and schools to be well prepared should tragedy ever occur.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2310-6, $14.99

DEVELOPING A GIVING CHURCH
Stan Toler and Elmer Towns
This book offers wisdom and practical applications to help expand the role that giving plays in the life of a church.
208 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1773-0, $19.99

BIBLE TEACHING IDEAS THAT WORK
Betty Robertson
This resource for grades 1-6 shows ways to use techniques such as puppets, games, dramatic presentations, posters, and contests to teach Bible truths to children. 56 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1533-2, $10.99

CATCH THE AGE WAVE
Win and Charles Arn
This handbook provides ideas, examples, and advice for starting and maintaining a senior adult program that can be used in any local church. 184 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1800-3, $19.99

CHURCHES THAT MULTIPLY
Elmer L. Towns and Douglas Porter
Great for staff retreats, this Bible study on the Book of Acts explores how the early church spread the gospel and challenges church leaders to use this model for their own church growth methods. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2043-3, $14.99

NEW

BEST SELLER

EACH ONE WIN ONE
Stan Toler and Louie E. Bustle
This resource provides the knowledge and direction needed to not only win people to Christ but also nurture and mentor them as they grow in their faith. It includes reproducible forms and an informational DVD in English and Spanish.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2239-0, $29.99

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
Lynda T. Boardman
This book provides everything you need to create a nursery environment that is safe, warm, and authentic place of worship.
68 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1566-8, $14.99

THE HEALTHY SMALL CHURCH
Dennis Bickers
This helpful book diagnoses the issues that threaten the life of small churches and prescribes practical remedies for treating these issues.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2240-6, $13.99

IT’S YOUR SERVE
Millard Reed and Jan Forman
This practical leadership guide provides pastors and Sunday School superintendents ideas to reach new goals in ministry.
152 pages, spiral, TCZ978-0-8341-1293-3, $14.99

KEEPING SPIRITUAL VICTORY
Charles “Chic” Shaver
This little book is designed to help newly sanctified believers develop consistency in their daily spiritual lives.
24 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0978-0, $2.50

LIGHTING THE WAY
Mary Marr
This book provides a 90-day journey to help you learn how to share your faith by becoming involved in your community.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1640-9, $14.99

ARLaTiClES of fAiTH
Gay Leonard
This foundational book explains in an informative and easy-to-understand way the foundation and truth on which the church of the Nazarene was formed.
96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2215-4, $7.99

BETTER THAN iMAgiNED
Lyle B. Pointer
Perfect for churches to give to visitors, this little book helps nonbelievers get to know Jesus as an ally to be trusted, rather than an enemy to be feared.
36 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1817-1, $.99

BIBLE MEMORY VERSE GAMES FOR CHILDREN
Donald and Kathleen Miller
This book offers 50 fun and creative activities to help kids learn and remember God’s Word.
68 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1539-2, $10.99

BIBLE TEACHING IDEAS THAT WORK
Betty Robertson
This resource for grades 1-6 shows ways to use techniques such as puppets, games, dramatic presentations, posters, and contests to teach Bible truths to children. 56 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1533-2, $10.99

CATCH THE AGE WAVE
Win and Charles Arn
This handbook provides ideas, examples, and advice for starting and maintaining a senior adult program that can be used in any local church. 184 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1800-3, $19.99

CHURCHES THAT MULTIPLY
Elmer L. Towns and Douglas Porter
Great for staff retreats, this Bible study on the Book of Acts explores how the early church spread the gospel and challenges church leaders to use this model for their own church growth methods. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2043-3, $14.99

NEW

EACH ONE DISCIPLE ONE
Stan Toler and Louie E. Bustle
This complete resource is designed to help churches guide new believers into a solid, mature relationship with Christ. It includes reproducible worksheets and templates for individuals or leaders to use as needed.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2361-8, $29.99
### A LITTLE BOOK FOR SMALL CHURCHES THAT WANT TO GROW

**Baxter Hood**

Written by a small-church pastor, this book applies classic growth principles to the specific needs of small churches and offers realistic ways to measure growth.

88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1398-5, $8.99

### NOW THAT YOU'RE SAVED

**Lyle Pointer**

Perfect for churches to give to new Christians, this little book provides guidance for daily faith-filled living, offering direction in areas such as doubt, temptation, and feelings.

40 pages, paper, TCZ9798-0-8341-1157-8, $3.99

### 101 WAYS TO GROW A HEALTHY SUNDAY SCHOOL

**Stan Toler**

A great gift for department leaders, this book offers inspiration and practical suggestions for making your Sunday School a thriving ministry.

108 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1620-7, $8.99

### A PATCHWORK OF PROGRAMS 2

**Nora Burdett and Karen Keller**

This book for women's ministries is filled with program outlines, recipes, crafts, and ideas to enrich fellowship and connection among women in the local church.

88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1774-7, $15.99

### PERSONAL EVANGELISM TRAINING I

**Beverly Burgess**

This program teaches Christians ways to share their faith and lead someone to Christ. Workbook, notebook, TCZ5-1991, $24.95; Trainee Study Guide, 168 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1058-8, $14.99

### PERSONAL EVANGELISM TRAINING II

**Beverly Burgess**

This follow-up program teaches sanctified Christians ways to introduce a new believer to the experience of entire sanctification.


### PRETEEN MINISTRY

**Kathryn Lewis Mowry and Ed Robinson**

This book offers parents, teachers, and youth pastors ideas to help them impact and relate to kids who are making the journey from childhood to adolescence.

95 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1409-8, $9.99

### PROGRAM HANDBOOK FOR WOMEN'S MINISTRIES

**Berniece Garsee**

This resource provides a year of ideas, advice, and instructions for building and maintaining a meaningful women's ministry.

88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0532-4, $8.99

### THE PUPPET MINISTRY

**Jim Christy**

From purpose and principles to methods and performances, this resource covers all the details of starting and running an enjoyable puppet ministry.

80 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0532-4, $8.99

### PUPPETS GO TO CHURCH

**Wilma and Earl Perry**

This book offers suggestions on how to use puppets with children's sermons and in a morning worship service.

88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0385-6, $8.99

### BEST SELLER

#### THE QUEST CAMPAIGN KIT

**W. Talmadge Johnson and Stan Toler**

This unifying 40-day program will introduce your church to a new way of thinking about and experiencing spiritual disciplines. It contains resources for adults, youth, and children, which include student and leader's guides, DVD lessons for group settings, and a resource CD filled with useful campaign materials.

TCZ978-0-8341-2337-5, $99.99

### BEST SELLER

#### RENDEZVOUS CHURCH CAMPAIGN KIT

This unifying 40-day program will introduce your church to a new way of thinking about and experiencing spiritual disciplines. It contains resources for adults, youth, and children, which include student and leader's guides, DVD lessons for group settings, and a resource CD filled with useful campaign materials.

TCZ978-0-8341-2337-5, $99.99

### 7 STEPS TO REVITALIZING THE SMALL-TOWN CHURCH

**Paul N. Hazelton**

This resource offers seven useful guidelines to help restore a church that is in decline.

112 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1445-6, $12.99

### SNAPSHOTs OF THE KINGDOM

**Steve Rodeheaver**

This book demonstrates ways a church can become a relevant expression of the kingdom of God by engaging in compassionate ministries.

120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1706-8, $11.99

### STRAIGHT TALK ABOUT SEX

**Henry W. Spaulding II**

This little book offers a way for churches to address the acceptance of sexual permissiveness that pervades society today.

44 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1367-1, $3.99

### NEW SUCCESSFUL SMALL GROUPS

**Teena M. Stewart**

This book examines the best practices of several successful small-group programs and shows how to lay a strong foundation on which to build a healthy and effective ministry.

192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2198-0, $15.99

### TEACHING THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE FOR KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN

**Ethel Bailey**

This book shares ideas to help children develop an emotionally healthy and spiritually accurate self-concept.

88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0647-5, $8.99

---

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
THROUGH THE GENERATIONS
Charlotte Adelsperger and Karen Hayse
A perfect gift for Mother's Day, this little book offers insight, guidance, and encouragement for moms of all ages. 56 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1868-3, $4.99

WESLEYAN LEADERSHIP IN TROUBLED TIMES
David L. McKenna
This book explores how the church can be holy and whole in motive, mission, and ministry in today's changing society. 144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1957-4, $15.99

WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS ABOUT TONGUES-SPEAKING
John A. Knight
A useful give-away resource for churches, this book provides a guide for studying and understanding what Scripture says about this debatable spiritual practice. 40 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1267-4, $3.99

WHEN GOD BURSTS IN
Peter Lundell and Elaine Pettit
This book looks at the history of revival and pinpoints ways to prepare God's people for a mighty outpouring of the Holy Spirit. 152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2213-0, $14.99

YOU CAN BREAK THAT HABIT
Forrest E. Ladd
This little book discusses how habits are formed and shares ways one can change bad habits and improve the good ones. 32 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0056-5, $3.99

CONDITIONING YOUR SOUL
Neil B. Wiseman
This book challenges spiritual leaders to be authentic disciples of Christ and provides 20 exercises to help them grow and enrich their faith. 96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1767-9, $8.99

NEW E-COURAGEMENT
Tom Barnard
This book provides 68 short e-mail-styled essays of affirmation and encouragement for Christian professionals to use and meditate on as problems and issues arise. 192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2358-8, $14.99

GRACE-FULL LEADERSHIP
John C. Bowling
This inspiring resource outlines the essential qualities of a grace-filled servant-leader. 144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1775-4, $16.99

LEADERS GOD USES
Aletha Hinthorn
This book explores six indispensable leadership characteristics and encourages readers to cleanse their motives and wait for His direction. 128 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1952-9, $12.99

LEAD TO SUCCEED
Stan Toler and Jerry Brecheisen
This book explores the leadership secrets of several of the dedicated men and women of the Bible. 128 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1980-2, $12.99

NEW LEARNING TO BE LAST
E. Lebron Fairbanks and Stan Toler
This book presents a vision for true servant leadership and outlines essential principles to guide and drive leaders to learn to lead from last place. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2353-3, $14.99

MAXIMUM INTEGRITY
Stan Toler and Jerry Brecheisen
This book offers practical ways to apply the teachings of the psalms to your life and challenges you to trust God to help direct you as you lead—no matter what the situation may be. 96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2283-3, $9.99

MINUTE MOTIVATORS
Stan Toler
This practical book offers concise, easy-to-read principles to help you develop your leadership role. 148 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1634-4, $11.99

ON-PURPOSE LEADERSHIP
Dale Galloway with Warren Bird
This book uses Christ's ministry model to provide a three-level perspective for developing ministry leaders within the local church. 120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2026-6, $15.99

PARTNERS IN MINISTRY
James L. Garlow
This book provides pastors and laity with tools for creating ministry teams in the local church. It includes resources such as charts, diagrams, and discussion questions. 136 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0693-2, $12.99

THE PEOPLE PRINCIPLE
Stan Toler
This book provides a step-by-step examination of eight principles churches can use to transform passive laity into enthusiastic, effective leaders. 152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1664-1, $13.99

STEWARDSHIP STARTERS
Stan Toler
This book is designed to help church leaders share the biblical principles of Christian stewardship to encourage deeper commitments to stewardship. 104 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1655-9, $9.99
BEST SELLER
THINK ON THESE THINGS
John Maxwell
This 25th anniversary edition of John Maxwell’s first book offers meditations that will challenge you to reach your full potential as a servant of God. 152 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-2150-8, $14.99

PASTORAL

ACHIEVING BALANCE IN MINISTRY
Anthony J. Headley
This book provides effective methods and advice to help pastors avoid problems such as burnout, fatigue, and stress. 88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1816-4, $8.99

ALL LOVES EXCELING
John A. Knight
This book offers church leaders insight and understanding for sharing the “good news” of salvation. 172 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1565-1, $15.99

BEACON SERMON OUTLINE SERIES
These practical books are great resources to help you plan the Sunday service. Paper, $6.99 each
- Sermon Outlines for Christian Living, TCZ978-0-8341-2031-4
- Sermon Outlines for Invitations to Christ, TCZ978-0-8341-2062-4
- Sermon Outlines for Special Occasions, TCZ978-0-8341-2052-7
- Sermon Outlines on Advent and Christmas, TCZ978-0-8341-1986-4
- Sermon Outlines on Holiness, Vol. 1, TCZ978-0-8341-1987-1
- Sermon Outlines on Lessons from the Early Church, TCZ978-0-8341-1991-8
- Sermon Outlines on Lessons from the Old Testament, TCZ978-0-8341-2067-9
- Sermon Outlines on the Book of Colossians, TCZ978-0-8341-2065-5
- Sermon Outlines on the Book of Ephesians, TCZ978-0-8341-2036-5
- Sermon Outlines on the Book of Hebrews, TCZ978-0-8341-2066-2
- Sermon Outlines on the Book of John, TCZ978-0-8341-1998-8
- Sermon Outlines on the Book of Luke, TCZ978-0-8341-2064-8
- Sermon Outlines on the Book of Mark, Vol. 1, TCZ978-0-8341-2034-1
- Sermon Outlines on the Book of Mark, Vol. 2, TCZ978-0-8341-2035-8
- Sermon Outlines on the Life and Teachings of Christ, TCZ978-0-8341-2063-1
- Sermon Outlines on the Sermon on the Mount, TCZ978-0-8341-2047-1

NEW

BEST PRACTICES OF GROWING CHURCHES
Tom Nees
This interactive tool allows pastors to discover the successful practices of several growing churches and then choose how best to apply these ideas to their own situations. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2304-5, $14.99

BIBLICAL RESOURCES FOR HOLINESS PREACHING, VOLS. 1 AND 2
This set models the holiness preaching process from a contemporary focus and present concerns to exegesis and suggestions for application, preaching ideas, and partially developed sermons. Set of 2, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1508-8, $69.99

THE BIVOCATIONAL PASTOR
Dennis Bickers
This helpful book provides solid advice and suggestions to help pastors succeed in bivocational ministry. 152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2130-0, $15.99

A CALL TO WORSHIP
Randi L. Hodges
This book explores all aspects of worship, including music and worship styles, assessing present worship patterns, worship renewal, and more. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1577-4, $14.99

THE CHURCH RITUALS HANDBOOK
Jesse Middendorf
This collection of recitations covers a wide array of church rituals, including baptism, receiving new members, the Lord’s Supper, marriage, calls to worship, benedictions, prayers, and more. 152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2139-7, $14.99

DIRTY HANDS—PURE HEARTS
Tom Nees
This unique collection of conversations and sermons provides an interactive tool to help you sample and experience the state of holiness preaching today. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2244-4, $14.99

FROM PASTOR TO PASTOR
Bob Broadbooks
Part memoir, part devotional, these reflections will help both new and experienced pastors refine their leadership skills. 96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2041-9, $9.99

HONORING GOD’S CALL
Susie Cunningham Stanley
This celebration of women preachers provides challenging insight and encouragement from the messages presented at the first International Wesleyan-Holiness Women Clergy Conference. 80 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1616-0, $9.99

NEW

INNOVATIVE TRANSITIONS
Dale Galloway and Warren Bird
This book looks at 15 inspiring stories of successful turnaround churches and shares principles to help leaders successfully implement change in their own churches. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2339-7, $14.99

IN THE SHADOW OF THE STEEPLE
Gene Williams
This book looks at 15 inspiring stories of successful turnaround churches and shares principles to help leaders successfully implement change in their own churches. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2339-7, $14.99

LEADING IN TIMES OF CHANGE
Dale Galloway and Beeson Institute Colleagues
This book provides principles for guiding the congregation through transitions such as staff changes, church relocation, or a change in worship styles. 144 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1917-8, $22.99

LEADING WITH VISION
Dale Galloway and Beeson Institute Colleagues
This book provides challenging insight and advice to help pastors develop their ministry and leadership skills. 160 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1724-2, $22.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
LIVING IN A GLASS HOUSE
Donald Harvey and Gene Williams
This book discusses the rewards of life in ministry as well as its unique challenges. 136 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1954-3, $14.99

THE LORD’S HARVEST AND THE RURAL CHURCH
Kent R. Hunter
This book presents the unique worldview of rural settings in order to help new pastors serve these congregations more effectively. 144 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1503-3, $12.99

LOVING THE CHURCH
Larry Mckain
This book shows pastors and laypeople how to develop a new vision for their church and a renewed passion for Christ and His kingdom. 96 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-2193-5, $9.99

MAKING CHURCH RELEVANT
Dale Galloway and Beeson Institute Colleagues
This book provides messages on rebuilding our churches in order to welcome and reach those who have never experienced the true message of Christ. 160 pages, cloth, TCC978-0-8341-1822-5, $22.99

BEST SELLER
MAKING DISCIPLES—ONE CONVERSATION AT A TIME
D. Michael Henderson
This book will reshape your understanding of evangelism and discipleship, challenging you to use everyday interactions and conversations to tell others about God and His love for them. 192 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-2300-7, $14.99

MANAGING CONFLICT IN THE CHURCH
David W. Kale and Mel McCullough
This helpful book provides solutions for resolving conflict—from personality differences to power politics—in the local church. 152 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1937-6, $14.99

MINISTER’S LITTLE INSTRUCTION BOOK
Stan Toler
This inspirational book offers pastors motivational quotes and humor to encourage them in their spiritual journeys. 160 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1762-4, $11.99

NEW PERSPECTIVES ON BREAKING THE 200 BARRIER
Bill Sullivan
This insightful book offers strategies to help a church move from average to extraordinary. 128 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-2178-2, $12.99

ORDAINED WOMEN IN THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Rebecca Laird
This book offers a fascinating historical look at 12 women ministers who helped shape the Church of the Nazarene. 168 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1452-4, $13.99

OUT OF THE PULPIT, INTO THE PEW
Gene Williams
This book provides encouragement and guidance for pastors who want to find meaning and enjoyment in their retirement years. 128 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-2322-9, $11.99

PASTOR . . . BE ENCOURAGED!
C. Neil Strait
This book offers 30 devotionals to encourage pastors as they encounter the daily challenges of ministry. 112 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1658-0, $10.99

THE PASTOR’S GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE PREACHING
This collection of writings from well-known preachers such as Billy Graham, William Willimon, and Eugene Peterson shows pastors how to connect with their congregations through their preaching. 160 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-2031-0, $17.99

THE PASTOR’S GUIDE TO GROWING A CHRISTLIKE CHURCH
This book shares keys to creating a vibrant, biblical, spiritually healthy church from well-known leaders such as William Willimon, H. B. London, and George Hunter III. 152 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-2104-1, $17.99

THE PASTOR’S GUIDE TO PERSONAL SPIRITUAL FORMATION
This book includes stories from well-known leaders such as William Willimon, M. Robert Mulholland Jr., and Steve Harper that inspire pastors to reach new and deeper levels of spiritual vitality and add depth to their ministries. 160 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-2209-3, $17.99

THE PASTOR’S PLAYBOOK
Stan Toler and Larry Gilbert
This book outlines a strategy for success on the pastoral playing field by using examples from the sports community. 152 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-1746-8, $14.99

NEW PREACHING AS ART
Darius L. Salter
This book provides ideas, illustrations, and media options to help pastors use the Bible’s colorful imagery and literary brilliance to celebrate and share God’s amazing story. 192 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-2359-5, $16.99

NEW RELEASE
PREACHING THE STORY THAT SHAPES US
Dan Boone
This inspiring text weaves together scripture, personal narrative, structure, and theological reflection to provide a satisfying, efficient guide to narrative preaching. 288 pages, paper, TCC978-0-8341-2371-7, $29.99
PRODIGAL IN THE PARSONAGE
Judi Braddy
This helpful book for parents offers perspective, understanding, and encouragement for struggling with pain and frustration that comes when a child rejects faith.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2206-2, $12.99

QUANTUM MINISTRY
D. Randy Berkner
This book explores ways pastors can overcome underachievement and discontent in ministry and embrace a Christ-centered purpose that is aligned, energized, connected, and focused.
160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2302-1, $14.99

THE RISING TIDE
Raymond W. Hurn
This book offers an in-depth look at the history of church planting and the opportunities it offers ministry in the new millennium.
184 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1598-9, $14.99

SERMON CPR
Bob Allen
This book identifies the fine line between entertaining and impacting listeners and provides formulas for creating engaging, story enriched sermons that will captivate your audience.
152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2211-6, $17.99

SURVIVAL SKILLS
Stan Toler and Glen Martin
This book teaches how to evaluate current societal trends and anticipate the future in order to develop the skills necessary for effective ministry in the 21st century.
144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1918-5, $13.99

TAKING RISKS IN MINISTRY
Dale Galloway and Beeson Institute Colleagues
This book provides principles for managing risk in a variety of areas including finance, administration, worship, and discipleship.
144 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1981-9, $22.99

WHAT’S A PASTOR TO DO?
Jeren Rowell
This book explores the good and difficult work of ministry and offers pastors spiritual refreshment, comfort, and encouragement.
96 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2207-9, $9.99

WHEN YOUR PEOPLE ARE GRIEVING
Harold Ivan Smith
This helpful resource explores the many facets of grief ministry and provides practical advice for dealing with grief in the local church.
176 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1898-0, $17.99

THE WORSHIP PLOT
Dan Boone
This engaging book shows how to move through specific stages of worship in order to celebrate God’s love together and leave ready to serve and love the people of the world.
128 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2312-0, $11.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
NEW RELEASE
THE HARDER I LAUGH, THE DEEPER I HURT; DVD + BOOK
Stan Toler and Debra White Smith
This study explores the reality of life's pain and reveals the marvelous, healing gift of laughter and a loving God who heals our pain. It includes the book The Harder I Laugh, The Deeper I Hurt, six DVD lessons, and a printable leader's guide.
TCZ978-0-8341-2379-3, $24.99

NEW RELEASE
MAKING THE CLIMB, DVD + BOOK
John C. Bowling
This study uses the riveting first-person account of one man's attempt to climb Mt. Kilimanjaro to explore ways to overcome and conquer the challenges of life. It includes the book Making the Climb, six DVD lessons, and a printable leader's guide.
TCZ978-0-8341-2380-9, $24.99

WHEN LIFE DOESN'T TURN OUT THE WAY YOU EXPECT, DVD + BOOK
Lawrence W. Wilson, Heather Gemmen Wilson, and Jerry Brecheisen
This study explores ways to begin healing the hurts and disappointments that disrupt and embbitter our lives. It includes the book When Life Doesn't Turn Out the Way You Expect, six DVD lessons, and a printable leader's guide.
TCZ978-0-8341-2332-8, $24.99

WHY ME?, DVD + BOOK
Lawrence W. Wilson
This study explores the questions many people ask about God and suffering and offers hope for discovering the abundant life Christ gives in spite of suffering. It includes the book Why Me?, six DVD lessons, and a printable leader's guide.
TCZ978-0-8341-2333-5, $24.99

NEW RELEASE
WISDOM AND WEALTH, DVD + BOOK
Greg Womack
This study uses the wisdom of Solomon to show you how to make wise financial decisions and successfully manage your finances as you begin to put your money where your faith is. It includes the book Wisdom and Wealth, six DVD lessons, and a printable leader's guide.
TCZ978-0-8341-2381-6, $24.99

IN SIGHT MEDIA SERIES
These resources combine insightful book content with stimulating visual instruction to provide a variety of engaging topics for small-group study. Each resource kit contains a copy of a featured book and a DVD containing short video lessons, which correspond to the book's various chapters.

ANSWERS FOR CHICKEN LITTLE, DVD + BOOK
Dan Boone
This is an interesting and astute study on the book of Revelation that offers application for today rather than speculation for the future. It includes the book Answers for Chicken Little, six DVD lessons, and a printable leader's guide. TCZ978-0-8341-2330-4, $24.99

NEW RELEASE
CHASING COOL, DVD + BOOK
Brett Rickey
This is a thoughtful, funny, and challenging exploration into the damaging web of self-centeredness and image control. It includes the book Chasing Cool, six DVD lessons, and a printable leader's guide. TCZ978-0-8341-2378-6, $24.99

THE COVENANT, DVD + BOOK
James L. Garlow
This is an intriguing study of the Old Testament ritual of the blood covenant and its role in the foundation of the Christian faith. It includes the book The Covenant, seven DVD lessons, and a printable leader's guide. TCZ978-0-8341-2331-1, $24.99

ALL FOR HIS GLORY SET SPECIAL
Aletha Hinthorn
These three books explore the glory of God by studying the meaning of His names, the power holiness, and the fruit of the Spirit. (See DEVOTIONALS & INSPIRATION for individual book information.)
Set of 3, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1924-6, $34.99

BEACON SMALL-GROUP BIBLE STUDIES
These studies offer a verse-by-verse Bible study, shared experiences, and prayers for a variety of small-group settings. (See BIBLE STUDIES & COMMENTARIES for more information.)

GROWING SMALL GROUPS
Floyd L. Schwanz
This resource provides everything needed to start and lead a meaningful small-group ministry.
216 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1549-1, $15.99

GROWING UP IN CHRIST
Neil B. Wiseman

THE HOLY LIFE BIBLE STUDY SERIES
Frank Moore
This series addresses real-life topics and explores how to live a holy life in today's world. Each book includes thought-provoking questions to stimulate discussion throughout the study.
Paper, $7.99 each

GOD'S ROAD MAP FOR US, TCZ978-0-8341-2109-6
THE JOURNEY WITHIN, TCZ978-0-8341-2110-2
SERVING OTHERS ALONG THE ROAD, TCZ978-0-8341-2128-7
TRAVELING WITH FRIENDS, TCZ978-0-8341-2127-0
FREE ONLINE LEADER'S GUIDE
LIVING IN THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT
Charles "Chic" Shaver
This is a 12-week discipleship program that examines the work of the Spirit in the life of a believer.
142 pages, notebook, TCZ978-0-8341-2316-8, $19.99

LOVE MADE PERFECT
William M. Greathouse
This book uses relevant illustrations and understandable terminology to present the scriptural basis for the doctrine of entire sanctification.
Pupil, 156 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1682-5, $5.99

NO MORE FRONT PORCHES
Linda Wilcox
This relevant and insightful study helps Christians discover how to present the scriptural basis for the doctrine of entire sanctification.
142 pages, notebook, TCZ978-0-8341-2316-8, $19.99

REFLECTING GOD
This study combines the best biblical scholarship of Wesleyan-Holiness denominations with opportunities for inner reflection and a deeper connection to Christ and His love.

BEAST SELLER
RENAZEDOY CHURCH CAMPAIGN KIT
This unifying 40-day program will introduce your church to a new way of thinking about and experiencing spiritual disciplines. It contains resources for adults, youth, and children, which include student and leader's guides, DVD lessons for group settings, and a resource CD filled with useful campaign materials.
TCZ978-0-8341-2317-5, $99.99

SATISFIED HEART SERIES BOOK PACK
Aletha Hinthorn
These four books explore how to deepen your relationship with God through prayer, joy, rest, and faith. (See Devotionals & Inspiration for individual book information.)
Set of 4, paper, TCZ978-962, $21.99

SO THIS IS FAITH
Kevin Stadnik
This book guides Christians through their journey of faith to a deeper understanding of God and a more balanced, authentic relationship with Him.
192 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2303-8, $14.99

SPECIAL OFFER
THE UPWARD CALL
Wesley Tracy, E. Dee Freeborn, Janine Tartaglia-Metcalfe, and Morris A. Weigelt
This book offers a fresh, compelling, and practical description of what it means to respond to the call of God to live a holy life.
Pupil, 256 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1516-3, $17.99

WISDOM OF THE WORD BIBLE STUDIES
These Bible studies come in workbook form and provide exercises for students, questions for discussion, memory verses, and practical applications. (See Bible Studies & Commentaries for more information)
$14.99 each
Acts: Part 1, TCZ978-0-8341-2281-9; Part 2, TCZ978-0-8341-2282-6
1 Corinthians, TCZ978-0-8341-2241-3
2 Corinthians, TCZ978-0-8341-2243-7
Ezra, TCZ978-0-8341-1801-0
Hebrews: Part 1, TCZ978-0-8341-2265-9; Part 2, TCZ978-0-8341-2275-8
Isaiah: Part 1, TCZ978-0-8341-2029-7; Part 2, TCZ978-0-8341-2030-3
James and 1 and 2 Peter, TCZ978-0-8341-2299-4
Jonah, Esther, and Ruth, TCZ978-0-8341-1975-6
Revelation: Part 1, TCZ978-0-8341-1792-1; Part 2, TCZ978-0-8341-1820-7

AVAILABLE WITH A LEADER'S GUIDE
(see book's blurb in listed section for more information)

LISTED BOOKS & COMMENTARIES

BIBLE STUDIES & COMMENTARIES
How to Read the Bible So It Changes Your Life FREE ONLINE
CHRISTIAN CARE
10 Lifesaving Principles for Women in Difficult Marriages FREE ONLINE
When Love Hurts FREE ONLINE
CHRISTIAN LIVING
Making a Marriage FREE ONLINE
Once upon a Family FREE ONLINE
7 Secrets of a Healthy Dating Relationship FREE ONLINE
8 Critical Lifetime Decisions FREE ONLINE
Too Much Stuff FREE ONLINE
Your Unforgettable Life FREE ONLINE
Beyond Sunday FREE ONLINE
Breaking Free from Sin's Grip FREE ONLINE
Courage FREE ONLINE

The Cycle of Victorious Living Gutsy Faith FREE ONLINE
When God Takes Too Long FREE ONLINE
Devotionals & Inspiration Filled with His Glory FREE ONLINE
MINISTRY RESOURCES
In the Shadow of the Steeple FREE ONLINE
SMALL-GROUP RESOURCES
The Holy Life Bible Study Series FREE ONLINE
Love Made Perfect FREE ONLINE
Reflecting God FREE ONLINE
The Upward Call FREE ONLINE
THEOLOGY & TEXTBOOKS
Dismantling the Myths FREE ONLINE
Relational Holiness FREE ONLINE

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
CALLED UNTO HOLINESS
In Vol. 1 of this 2 book series, Timothy Smith explores the biblical foundation for the doctrine of holiness. In Vol. 2, W. T. Purkiser shares the challenging, inspiring story of the second 25 years of the history of the Church of the Nazarene. Cloth, $34.99 each
Vol. 1, 414 pages, TCZ978-0-8341-0282-8

A CENTURY OF HOLINESS THEOLOGY
Mark Quanstrom
This supplemental text offers a balanced, well-researched perspective on understanding the doctrine of entire sanctification in the Church of the Nazarene.
232 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2116-4, $29.99

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
H. Orton Wiley
This is an outstanding modern treatise of systematic theology, which emphasizes the Wesleyan teachings of entire sanctification and holiness of heart.
Complete Set (of 3), cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-0332-0, $105.99

COFFEE SHOP THEOLOGY & MORE COFFEE SHOP THEOLOGY
Frank Moore
These straightforward books explain theological concepts and how to apply them to everyday living.

COFFEE SHOP THEOLOGY
152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1732-7, $15.99

MORE COFFEE SHOP THEOLOGY
152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1746-4, $15.99

COFFEE SHOP/MORE COFFEE SHOP THEOLOGY SET
TCZU-600, $24.99

DISCOVERING MISSIONS
Charles R. Gailey and Howard Culbertson
This thorough text examines the importance of missionary work overseas and within one’s community and supplies understanding and awareness for important terms and practices related to mission work.
240 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2257-4, $34.99

HISTORICAL & THEOLOGICAL SURVEYS OF THE BIBLE
These texts provide thorough biblical scholarship in an eye-catching, easy-to-understand format. Resources include—objectives defined for each chapter, study questions for review of the material, summary statements at the end of each chapter, and more.

DISCOVERING THE BIBLE
Alex Varughese, editor
464 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-2247-5, $69.99

DISCOVERING THE NEW TESTAMENT
Alex Varughese, editor
376 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-2093-8, $49.99

DISCOVERING THE OLD TESTAMENT
Alex Varughese, editor
400 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1994-9, $49.99

NEW DISCOVERING OUR CHRISTIAN FAITH
Samuel M. Powell
This introduction to Christian theology explores the Bible’s amazing story, beginning with creation and ending with the return of Christ and helps you understand and encounter the knowledge of God.
352 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-2354-0, $39.99

UPDATED DISMANTLING THE MYTHS
Frank Moore
This book provides in-depth understanding and proven answers to address the difficult questions of ethics, morality, and faith.
FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE

ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION
J. Kenneth Grider
This book provides a Wesleyan understanding of entire sanctification.
168 pages, kivar, TCZ978-0-8341-0649-9, $14.99

EVANGELISM AND SOCIAL REDEEMPTION
Albert L. Truesdale, Jr. and Steve Weber
This book helps sensitize readers to human needs and explores ways to meet those needs.
152 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1196-7, $13.99
EXPLORING CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
A. F. Harper and A. E. Sanner, editors
This text provides information on foundations, curriculum, and structures of Christian education. 504 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2153-9, $33.99

EXPLORING CHRISTIAN HOLINESS, 3-VOL. SET
These texts examine the foundations for the doctrine of holiness through the study of several key biblical passages. They offer a systematic presentation of this doctrine, approaching it as a relationship with God and a state of soul to be obtained. Cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1084-7, $77.99

EXPLORING EVANGELISM
Mendell Taylor
This text provides an in-depth history of evangelism from the beginnings in the New Testament to James Arminius to current-day evangelism. 620 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-0259-0, $33.99

EXPLORING OUR CHRISTIAN FAITH
W. T. Purkiser, editor
This text offers a careful, conservative, thoroughly prepared study of the Wesleyan-Arminian evangelical doctrine. 552 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-0552-2, $33.99

EXPLORING THE OLD TESTAMENT
W. T. Purkiser, editor
This survey of the Bible provides an engaging study of the literature and history of God's people. 472 pages, kivar, TCZ978-0-8341-0007-7, $33.99

FOUNDATIONS OF PASTORAL CARE
Bruce L. Petersen
This core text introduces the ministry skills and personal qualities needed to provide effective care for people in meaningful, personal ways. 320 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-2305-2, $39.99

FOUNDATIONS OF WESLEYAN-ARMINIAN THEOLOGY
Mildred Bangs Wynkoop
This classic book provides an illuminating discussion on the background and development of the Calvinistic-Arminian controversy. 128 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0254-5, $12.99

GOD, MAN, AND SALVATION
W. T. Purkiser, Richard S. Taylor, and Willard H. Taylor
This text offers a deeper understanding of the Christian faith and a scriptural basis for the doctrine of the Church. 736 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1993-2, $46.99

GRACE, FAITH, AND HOLINESS
H. Ray Dunning
This systematic theology text examines the doctrines of God, humankind, salvation, sanctification, the sources of theology, and the nature and scope of the theological task. 672 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1219-3, $59.99

GREAT HOLINESS CLASSICS SERIES
VOLUME 1: HOLINESS TEACHING—NEW TESTAMENT TIMES TO WESLEY
Paul M. Bassett, editor
This volume offers a selection of foundational writings on holiness from Early Church fathers such as the Shepherd of Hermas, Irenaeus, and Bernard of Clairvaux. 344 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1575-0, $39.99

VOLUME 3: LEADING WESLEYAN THINKERS
Richard S. Taylor, editor
This anthology of selections from 18 influential Wesleyan thinkers provides a theological affirmation of the doctrine of Christian perfection. 436 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1659-4, $39.99

VOLUME 4: THE 19TH-CENTURY HOLINESS MOVEMENT
Melvin Dieter, editor
This volume provides a compilation of testimonies, sermons, and other writings from well-known holiness leaders, such as William Adams, Orange Scott, Phoebe Palmer, Hannah Whitall Smith, and Phineas F. Bresee. 416 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1651-1, $39.99

VOLUME 5: HOLINESS PREACHERS AND PREACHING
W. E. McCumber, editor
This volume provides an excellent compilation of holiness sermons by preachers such as Wesley, Clarke, and Ries. 408 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1653-5, $39.99

VOLUME 6: HOLINESS TEACHING TODAY
Albert F. Harper, editor
This volume examines the major contributions of nine 20th century teachers, including Henry Clay Morrison, E. Stanley Jones, Col. Milton Agnew, and J. B. Chapman. 412 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-1174-5, $39.99

HERE WE STAND
Wes Tracy and Stan Ingersol
This book offers a comprehensive study of religions, denominations, and major beliefs and shows where the Nazarene denomination fits in this ideological puzzle. 348 pages, kivar, TCZ978-0-8341-1712-9, $31.99

HOLINESS IN THE GOSPELS
Kent Brower
This supplemental text offers a thorough examination of the person of Christ throughout the Gospels and relays a passion and understanding for how to live a holy life in the 21st century. 160 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2191-1, $19.99

HOW WE GOT OUR BIBLE
Ralph Earle
This book explores the origination, development, and preservation of various translations of the Bible and how it has spread throughout the world. 120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0226-2, $12.99

IN SEARCH OF EDEN
David J. Felter
This book explores and exposes the critical differences between New Age philosophies and Christian theology. 64 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1408-1, $7.99

INTRODUCTION TO CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY
Paul T. Gilbertson and H. Orton Wiley
This text provides a balanced presentation of Wesleyan-Arminian doctrine supported through Scripture. 472 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-0217-0, $38.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO WESLEYAN THEOLOGY (REVISED)
H. Ray Dunning and William M. Greathouse
This text presents the basic tenets of John Wesley and states them in contemporary terms. This is an excellent resource for understanding the Wesleyan tradition. 136 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1999-4, $12.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
A LAYMAN’S GUIDE TO THE APOSTLES’ CREED
H. Ray Dunning
This book offers understanding for the statements of faith often used to communicate the essence of Christianity. 88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1552-1, $8.99

MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE
Alex R. G. Beasley
This is a careful and comprehensive examination of the biblical references to marriage and divorce as they are presented in the Gospel. 224 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2068-6, $20.99

OUTWARD SIGN AND INWARD GRACE
Rob L. Staples
This exploration of the Wesleyan theology of the sacraments addresses the issue of balance between structure and freedom in worship and symbolism's vital role. 304 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2208-6, $29.99

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
Thomas Jay Oord
This supplemental text addresses traditional arguments for the existence of God and offers complete essays on topics such as divine love, religion and aesthetics, and gender and race issues. 288 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1995-6, $29.99

A PLAIN ACCOUNT OF CHRISTIAN PERFECTION
John Wesley
This complete and unabridged edition is considered to be Wesley's most comprehensive compilation of his position on the subject of Christian perfection. 120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0158-6, $11.99

NEW RELEASE
PREACHING THE STORY THAT SHAPES US
Dan Boone
This inspiring text weaves together scripture, personal narrative, structure, and theological reflection to provide a satisfying, efficient guide to narrative preaching. 288 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2371-7, $29.99

READING THE BIBLE IN WESLEYAN WAYS
Barry Callen and Richard Thompson
This supplement text provides a compilation of essays by church leaders and scholars that convey vital insights for Bible readers from any tradition of the faith. 248 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2048-8, $29.99

RELATIONAL HOLINESS
Michael Lodahl and Thomas Jay Oord
This perceptive book offers insight and evidence for understanding the theology of holiness by focusing on the core of God's nature and character: love. 144 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2182-9, $13.99

FREE ONLINE LEADER’S GUIDE

A RIGHT CONCEPTION OF SIN
Richard S. Taylor
This is a penetrating study for those seeking to understand the scriptural position regarding the definition of sin. 128 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0139-5, $12.99

THE SECOND COMING
H. Ray Dunning
In this book, ten noted Wesleyan scholars probe the historical and contemporary influences that have shaped the prevailing Evangelical view of end-time events. 276 pages, kivar, TCZ978-0-8341-2057-0, $26.99

SECURITY
W. T. Purkiser
This book offers a clear and concise explanation on the opposing views of eternal security. 64 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-0048-0, $7.99

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE FILLED WITH THE SPIRIT?
Richard S. Taylor
This book explores how to recover the lost relationship between God and creation. 72 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1561-3, $7.99

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE SAVED?
Leslie Parrott Sr.
With straightforward language, sincere testimony, and scriptural insight, Parrott explains the miracle of Christ and the gift of salvation. 88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2246-8, $6.99

THE STORY OF GOD
Michael Lodahl
This engaging book weaves together the issues of theology, the Bible, and everyday experience to present a captivating retelling of the grand story of God. 256 pages, kivar, TCZ978-0-8341-1479-1, $28.99

STUDIES IN BIBLICAL HOLINESS
Donald S. Metz
This text offers a fundamental understanding of the concept of the holiness of God. 292 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-2175-1, $26.99

A THEOLOGY OF LOVE
Mildred Bangs Wynkoop
This in-depth study uses the teachings of John Wesley to examine the foundation of Wesleyan faith. 380 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2000-6, $32.99

A WESLEYAN-HOLINESS THEOLOGY
J. Kenneth Grider
This text places the theological wisdom of past and present holiness writers within the larger stream of classical Christian teaching to present a meaningful, cohesive, and contemporary systematic formulation. 592 pages, cloth, TCZ978-0-8341-3512-5, $59.99

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE SAVED?
Leslie Parrott Sr.
With straightforward language, sincere testimony, and scriptural insight, Parrott explains the miracle of Christ and the gift of salvation. 88 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2246-8, $6.99
WHAT EVERY CHRISTIAN OUGHT TO KNOW
Richard S. Taylor
This book provides a mature, biblical understanding of several fundamental issues at the heart of the Wesleyan approach to faith.
120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1920-8, $12.99

WHAT IS SANCTIFYING GRACE?
Leslie Parrott Sr.
This book provides an understandable explanation of the meaning of entire sanctification.
68 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2038-9, $6.99

WHOLENESS IN CHRIST
William M. Greathouse
This book examines the biblical foundations of the transformational experience of heart cleansing and holy living.
216 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1786-0, $24.99

WHO IS THE HOLY SPIRIT?
Leslie Parrott Sr.
This book offers everyday insight into The Holy Spirit and the blessings He affords.
72 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2210-9, $7.99

WITH CORDS OF LOVE
Al Truesdale with Keri Mitchell
This supplemental text provides a thorough introduction to religious pluralism and offers a sound, loving response that encourages Christians to approach people from other religions with respect and compassion. 256 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-2306-9, $29.99

WORDS OF FAITH
Rob L. Staples
This book uses everyday language to define and explain 52 key theological terms. It’s a great resource for those without a background in theology.
120 pages, paper, TCZ978-0-8341-1885-0, $12.99

Prices subject to change without notice. Visit our website for more information and downloadable resources.
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The Rendezvous Church Campaign Kit will introduce your church to a new way of thinking about and experiencing spiritual disciplines. You’ll explore ways to encounter Christ in the everyday moments of life—when you’re alone, with family, with friends, at church, or out in the world. Adaptable for a variety of group sizes and settings, this kit contains everything your church needs to discover together what it means to fall in love with Christ.

THIS KIT INCLUDES:
- A copy of the book, Rendezvous: A Sacred Encounter with God
- A leader’s guide; a study guide; and a campaign guide
- Video lessons for adults, youth, and children
- A resource CD, which includes reproducible files, artwork, sermon outlines, PowerPoint presentations, and much more
- A music CD and information on additional worship resources

TURN YOUR SPIRITUAL ROUTINE INTO A SACRED ROMANCE

For more information, visit www.SacredEncounter.org
Group discussion just got a lot more interesting.

inSIGHTmedia

Engaging insight. Life-changing discipleship.

The inSIGHTmedia Series combines insightful book content with stimulating visual instruction to provide engaging material for small-group studies. It includes a variety of practical, thought-provoking topics to help enrich our understanding of the Bible and impact the way we live our faith.

InSIGHTmedia’s unique DVD + book packaging simplifies the job of the group leader by offering flexible teaching material designed to minimize preparation time and maximize group discussion. Each resource kit contains a copy of its featured book and a DVD containing a printable leader’s guide and several short video lessons, which correspond to the book’s various chapters.

See page 38 for information on available DVD + Book resources.